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THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
Sa t u r d a y , m a y  t h e  F o u r t e e n t h  
Two T h o u s a n d  F iv e  
A d a m s  c e n t e r
MISSOULA
The University of Montana
Annual
rim mni Him ioitd p  (Qirinloiirii
y i 1 >3... . .  3 -
OF
Head Marshal
Celia C . Winkler
Associate Professor o f Sociology
Marshals
Karen Hill
Chair o f Applied Arts and Sciences
Paul E. Miller
Professor o f Sociology
Audrey L. Peterson
Professor o f Curriculum and Instruction
William L. Knowles
Professor o f Radio-Television
T he carillon concert has been m ade possible by the 
generous contributions from the Coffee M emorial 
Fund, Mrs. H ugh G alusha, Jr., William Gallagher, 
the First Bank W estern M ontana-M issoula, and 
other donations through the U M  Foundation to 
restore the carillon.
T he concerts before and after the exercises will be 
performed by Professor N ancy Cooper.
Sign Language Interpreters 
Am i Davis 
Denise May
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ORDER OF EXERCISES
♦ X *
College of Arts and Sciences 
College of Technology
9 :3 0  A .M . 
P R O C E SSIO N A L
Brass Ensemble
Quintet A Quintet B
Trumpet: Randy Zscheachner Jarom Hein
Kyle Simpson Jonathon Knutson
Horn: Jason Barkley Kristin George
Trombone: Chad Reep Andy Bratton
Tuba: Karl Ortman Kyle Gillett
Timpani: Dr. Robert LedBetter
Dr. Steve Bolstad, Director
P R O C E SSIO N
The Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees, Members of the Governing Boards, 
Guests of Honor, Deans, Vice Presidents and the President
P R E SE N T A T IO N  O F C O L O R S
National Anthem......Natalia Kolnik
T h e  Star Spangled  B an n er 
Oh, say, can you see by the dawn’s early light 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight 
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
-  Oh, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
INVOCATION............................................Dr. Earl Old Person - Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
W ELCOME...............................................................................................Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
PRESENTATION OF ALUMNI ..........................................Mr. William Johnston -  Director, The University
of Montana Alumni Association
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE..................................Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS....................Dr. Joseph F. McDonald -  President of Salish Kootenai College
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES..................................................................Dr. Lois Muir -  Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
CONFERRING OF DEGREES............................................................. Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
State Song......Natalia Kolnik
M ontana, M y M ontana
Our chosen state, all hail to thee,
Montana, my Montana 
Thou has the portion with the free,
Montana, my Montana!
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may the name full honored be 
Symbol of strength and loyalty 
Montana, my Montana!
BENEDICTION.................................................................................................................. Dr. Earl Old Person
RECESSIONAL........................................................................................................................... Brass Ensemble
The Audience is requested to remain standing while the procession passes.
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ORDER OF EXERCISES
♦ X *
Professional Schools
2 :0 0  P.M . 
P R O C E SSIO N A L
Brass Ensemble
Quintet A Quintet B
Trumpet: Randy Zscheachner Jarom Hein
Kyle Simpson Jonathon Knutson
Horn: Jason Barkley Kristin George
Trombone: Chad Reep Andy Bratton
Tuba: Karl Ortman Kyle Gillett
Timpani: Dr. Robert LedBetter
Dr. Steve Bolstad, Director
P R O C E SSIO N
The Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees, Members of the Governing Boards, 
Guests of Honor, Deans, Vice Presidents and the President
P R E SE N T A T IO N  O F C O LO R S
National Anthem......Sarah Ochsner
T h e  Star Spangled  B anner 
Oh, say, can you see by the dawn’s early light 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight 
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave 
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
INVOCATION............................................Dr. Earl Old Person - Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
WELCOME...............................................................................................Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE..................................Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS....................Dr. Joseph F. McDonald -  President ofSalish Kootenai College
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES...............................................................P r' I ^Vice President for Academic Affairs
CONFERRING OF DEGREES.............................................................Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
State Song......Sarah Ochsner
M ontana, M y M ontana 
Our chosen state, all hail to thee, 
Montana, my Montana 
Thou has the portion with the free, 
Montana, my Montana!
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may the name full honored be 
Symbol of strength and loyalty 
Montana, my Montana!
BENEDICTION...........................................................................................
RECESSIONAL............................................................................................
Dr. Earl Old Person 
...... Brass Ensemble
The Audience is requested to remain standing while the procession passes.
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^  Honorary Degree ^
The Honorary Degree, D octor o f  H um ane Letters, is being awarded to 
Joseph F. M cD onald in recognition o f  his educational leadership and 
his many contributions at the local, state and national levels.
-£■ 2004 Distinguished Alumni Awards
Receiving Distinguished Alumni Awards this past fall at Homecoming were: 
D iane G. M acD onald  Barz, Juris D octor ’68 
Doris Swords Poplar, Juris D octor ’48 
Lee Birkett R ostad, B .A . History/Political Science ’51
^  Charter Day Awards ^
Receiving aw ards at Charter Day 2 0 0 5 ,  were:
Ben Marcus, A SU M  Student Service Award 
Tom Roy, Robert T. Pantzer Award 
John and Sue Talbot, Neil S. Bucklew Presidential Service Award 
Karen Kaufmann, M ontana Faculty Service Award 
P.J. Shaw W right, M ontana Alum ni Award 
Richard J. Field, The G eorge and Jane D ennison Faculty Award 
Cleo Johnson, T he George and Jane D ennison Staff Award
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^  Most Inspirational Teacher Award 4r
Nabil Haddad, Departm ent o f Psychology, has been nam ed the m ost inspira­
tional faculty member for the 2003-2004 year. T he recipient was selected by 
a vote o f seniors graduated in 2004. Silent Sentinel, a student service organi­
zation, adm inisters this award. A  cash award is presented to the recipient by 
Silent Sentinel.
^  Distinguished Scholar Award ^
Peter Koehn, Professor, Departm ent o f Political Science, has been selected to 
receive the Distinguished Scholar Award. The recipient was selected by the 
Research and Creative Activities Committee. T he University o f M ontana Foun­
dation presents a cash award to the recipient.
^  Distinguished Teacher Award
David B. Friend, Associate Professor, Departm ent o f Physics and Astronomy, 
has been selected to receive the Distinguished Teacher Award. The recipient 
was selected by the Faculty Development Committee. The University o f M on­
tana Foundation presents a cash award to the recipient
^  Administrative Service Award ^
Claire Carlson, Associate Vice President for Research, Office o f Research and 
Sponsored Programs, has been selected to receive the Adm inistrative Service 
Award. T he recipient was chosen by T he University o f M ontana A dm inis­
trators for outstanding service to the University.
>  Outstanding Academic Advising Award <r
Jenny McNulty, Professor, Departm ent o f M athematical Sciences, has been 
selected to receive the Outstanding Academic Advising Award by a committee 
o f faculty and students representing academic advising at the University.
Academic Administrator Award 4r
Paul W ilson, Departm ent o f Geography, has been selected to receive the Aca­
demic Adm inistrator Award. The recipient was chosen from  nominations sub­
mitted by faculty and staff to recognize outstanding perform ance by an aca­
demic departmental chair or program  director.
Distinguished Service to 
International Education Award
Dennis O ’Donnell, Professor, Departm ent o f Economics, the recipient o f this 
award, was chosen by the International Committee.
^  John Ruffatto Memorial Award
Terri L. Herron, Associate Professor, D epartm ent o f Accounting and Finance, 
School o f Business Adm inistration, was selected to receive this award. John 
Ruffatto and Bill Papesh created this award to recognize a U M  professor who 
gains practical knowledge through involvement in business and then commu­
nicated this knowledge to T he University o f M ontana students.
^  Excellence in Job Performance 4r 
Outstanding Staff Award
Michele Kratz, Administrative Associate, Department o f Physics and Astronomy, 
was selected for this award by a Staff Senate committee from  campus-wide 
nominations.
^  Campus Interaction and Meritorious ^r 
Job Performance -  Outstanding Staff Award
Carol Bates, Peer Advising Coordinator, University College, was selected for 
this award by a Staff Senate committee from  campus-wide nominations.
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^  Outstanding Teamwork Award 4r
Bibliographic M anagement Services, M ansfield Library, received this award 
which recognizes an office, unit departm ent or group o f  staff members for 
working exceptionally well together to perform  the assigned mission.
Departmental Assessment Award ^
Department of Drama and Dance
The departm ent was chosen by the Advisory Board o f the Center for Teaching 
Excellence as an honor bestowed on  those academic departm ent that have 
exhibited a history o f excellence in assessing student learning, classroom  teach­
ing, and program  effectiveness.
-$■ Outstanding Service -4r 
to the Campus Community Award
Karen Blazevich, C lassroom  Scheduler/Class Schedule Coordinator, Registrar s 
Office, received this award which recognizes outstanding service to the campus 
community by an individual who serves campus employees.
^  Outstanding Service ^  
to the External Community Award
M arilyn M arler, Program  C oord in ator, D iv ision  o f  B io logical Sciences, 
received this award which recognizes outstanding service to the external 
com m unity by an individual who works w ith businesses, organizations and 
the general public.
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-£■ Outstanding Service to Students Award 4r
Darlene Sam son, Advising Coordinator, Educational O pportunity Program 
Office, received this award in recognition o f outstanding contributions by an 
individual who provides competent, courteous service to students.
^  Tom Boone Town and Gown Award ^
D an Doyle, Professor and Chair, Departm ent o f  Sociology, received this award 
which was established to recognize those faculty members who foster a deeper 
understanding between the University and M issoula through com m unity 
involvement
^  Annual Diversity Award
Teresa “Teri” G ruba, A ssistant Director for Scholarships, Financial A id Office 
o f  Enrollm ent Services, has been selected to receive the Annual Diversity 
Award. Criteria for Selection o f the recipient o f this award included a commit­
ment to increase diversity am ong employees and students on the University 
campus.
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T he custom of wearing academic gowns, caps, and hoods dates back to about the twelfth century. In France, where the degree system probably had its inception, the 
wearing of the cap and gown marked the formal admission of the 
licentiate to the body of masters. During this period the dress of 
the friars and nuns became fixed, and, since the scholars were 
usually clerics, their robes differed little from those worn by other 
church orders. Gradually, special forms were set aside for the 
university bodies, and in modified style are the costumes worn 
today. Since academic custom in this matter had become 
somewhat confused, in 1895 a commission representative of the 
leading colleges met and prepared a code which has been adopted 
by over seven hundred institutions in the United States and 
Canada. A  committee of the American Council on Education 
revised the code in 1932.
Doctors wear the round, bell sleeve; the gown is faced down 
the front and barred on the sleeves with black velvet or velvet of 
color indicating the degree; the doctor’s hood is large. Masters 
wear the long closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the 
arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size. Bachelors wear 
the long, pointed sleeve. Hoods are lined with the colors of the 
institution granting the degree and are trimmed with velvet of the 
color distinctive of the major subject — for example, arts and 
letters, white; public administration, peacock blue; theology, 
scarlet; law, purple; philosophy, dark blue; science, golden yellow; 
fine arts, brown; medicine, green; music, pink; business 
administration, drab; physical education, sage green; engineering, 
orange; pharmacy, olive green; forestry, russet; library science, 
lemon; education, light blue; humanities, crimson; economics, 
copper; agriculture, maize; dentistry, lilac; oratory, silver gray; 
public health, salmon pink; veterinary science, gray. The Oxford 
or mortarboard cap, worn for each degree, is of black cloth with 
black tassel, except that the doctor’s cap may be of velvet with 
tassel of gold. Unless local custom decrees otherwise, tassels are 
worn over the left temple.
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CLASS BANNERS ->
The class banners which are displayed above the stage are part o f the University’s 
history. From 1898 until 1970 a class banner or flag was designed and con­
structed every year by members o f the graduating class. After 1970 the tradition 
was discontinued. A  group o f seniors restored that tradition in 1993. The class 
o f 2005 banner is displayed along with the banners o f the reunion alumni classes 
o f 1935, 1945 and 1955. This year, students from  the Davidson Honors College 
designed the banner.
HONOR CORDS
Some o f the students graduating today are wearing honor cords. Those wearing silver 
cords will graduate with honors. Those wearing gold cords graduate with high hon­
ors. The students wearing red cords are members o f the Mortar Board, a national 
senior honorary society. Those wearing purple cords are members o f Rho Chi, the 
Pharmacy Honor Society. Those wearing blue, gold and brown cords are members of 
Gamma Theta Upsilon, the Geography Honor Society. Those wearing green cords 
are members o f the Order o f Omega, a leadership honorary society for members of 
Greek organizations. Those wearing maroon cords are graduating as University Scholars 
in the Davidson Honors College. Those wearing gold and blue cords are members of 
Golden Key, a national honor society. Those wearing violet, gold and lavender cords 
are members o f Pi Mu Epsilon, the Mathematics Honor Society.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Some o f the students whose names appear in this program already have com­
pleted their degrees at the end o f the past summer or autumn semesters. The 
other students are expected to receive their degrees and honors at the conclusion 
o f this semester, provided they successfully meet all requirements.
HONORED ALUMNI
Graduates from the Classes o f 1935, 1945, and 1955 have joined us to partici­
pate in commencement and celebrate their 70th, 60th and 50th anniversaries. 
Members o f the Class o f 1945 are wearing silver robes and members o f the Class 
o f 1955 are wearing gold robes.
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Faculty Retirees
— x —
The faculty members listed below 
have elected to retire 
after many years of service.
A  number will continue to teach 
on a  part'tim e basis.
The University of M ontana thanks them 
for their outstanding service.
-------- X --------
Bruce B ig le y ...................................English
Stephen  Connell .......... , ............A rt
Esther E n g la n d ..............................M usic
T hom as Foor ................................ A nthropology
Rudy G ideon .................................. M athem atics
T hom as H uff ............................... Philosophy
Johnny Lott ...................................M athem atics
Carroll (Les) M arcum  ...............College o f Forestry
and Conservation
A lan  M c Q u illa n ........................... College o f Forestry
and Conservation
Paul M iller ............... ......................Sociology
Christine M ilo d ra g o v ic h ..........D ram a/D ance
Sigyn M inier ........................... .. Ivlodern and Classical
Languages and Literatures
John  P h o tia d e s ............................. Econom ics
Frances W e l l s ............................... Law School
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CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES
—X -*-
College of Technology
The candidates will be presented by R. Paul Williamson 
Dean of the College of Technology
THE DEGREE OF Certificate 
Building Maintenance 
3 Michael Ray Bonnet 
3 Anthony Ray Brown 
3 Danny W. Cook 
3 Herbert Hoover Hogen 
3 Colin F. Ross
With High Honors 
3 Aubrey Q. Vaughan 
3 Shane Riley Whitehead
Culinary Arts
2 Susie Ann Taylor
With Honors
Customer Relations
3 Katherine E. Dorr 
Heavy Equipment Operation
3 Donny R. Baker 
With High Honors 
3 Christopher Charles Brown 
3 Wayne Raymond Glase 
3 Joel Peterson Goligoski 
1 Darrell D. Hall 
With Honors 
3 Troy Jennings Henderson 
3 Jesse Lee McComb 
With Honors 
3 Kyle Bond Penney 
With High Honors 
3 Matthew Reuel Ragsdale 
3 David M. Smith 
3 Sonya M. Smith 
3 Monty Duwayne Wiseman 
With High Honors
1 Conferred Summer 2004
2 Conferred Fall 2004
3 Conferred Spring 2005
4 Summer 2005
Medical Reception 
3 Maria N. Chinikaylo 
3 Melissa Jean DeYoung 
3 Rachael Ann Shelmerdine 
3 Natasha N. Yarmolich
Office Reception
3 George Edward Loos
1 Carrie A. Smith
With High Honors
2 Annette Mary Ann St Onge
With High Honors
Pharmacy Technology
1 Amber A. Anderson
4 Donna Lynn Curran
With High Honors 
4 Jeremy L. Hall
2 Kaying Lee
2 Cindy Lou Mattson
1 Mary E. McCollum
2 Diana Rae McIntyre
With High Honors 
4 April Lynn Rang 
2 Amanda May Richter 
2 Jason Wade Sallee 
With High Honors
1 Valerie V. Simental 
4 Korbey Caitlin Sims
2 Donna J. Springer
With High Honors 
4 Joshua Michael Surginer 
4 Betsy Jean Thompson
2 Amber Gail Woodward
Recreational Power Equipment
3 Shilo B. Brown
3 Jacob William Fritz 
3 Jason Ray Fuhrmann 
3 Nicholas L. Heath 
With High Honors 
3 Robert S. Miller 
3 Bruce Stephen Moses 
1 David Allen Petersen 
3 Edward James Pribyl 
2Jacqui Susan Robinson
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CANDIDATES FOR ASSOCIATE DEGREES
College of Technology
♦x*
TKe candidates will be presented by R. Paul Williamson 
Dean of the College of Technology
THE DEGREE OF Associate of Applied 
Science
Accounting Technology 
3 Katie Jo Hankins 
3 Kendra Judith Haswell 
1 Holly M. Holmlund 
3 Diane Keegan 
With High Honors 
1 Mikal Jean Morrison 
3 Scott T. Paasch 
With Honors
1 Hilary R. Scalise
3 Chelsea Lynn Stubb 
3Tami L. Sunford 
3 Bradley Dean Walters 
3 Tyana Joy Wittmier
Administrative Assisting 
3 Ethel Albina Baldwin 
3 Sherry Carrico 
3 Janice A. Clute 
3 Krystal Karole Mickelson 
3 Annette Maryanne St. Onge 
With High Honors 
3 Trisha Marie Stueve 
3 Stacy Rose Vega
Administrative Management 
3 Katherine Elizabeth Dorr 
With High Honors 
3Jayme Leigh Stone 
With High Honors
Building Maintenance Engineering
2 Lynette E. Hillmon
With High Honors
3 Kyle Howard Panting
With High Honors 
2 James Mitchell Stanco 
With Honors
2 Anatoly A. Vasilenko
3 Thomas Andrew Vauthier Jr.
With Honors 
2 Jesse Landon Wright
Computer Technology
1 Jo Anne Allen
3 Tyler John Boaz 
With High Honors
2 Jeffrey D. Boespflug
1 Genessy Sunshine Brusseau
With High Honors
3 Flint Charles Buchman
2 Gabe R. Carroll
1 Eric John Conda
3 Beau Wayne Dicken
With Honors
2 Ryan Lee Dunn
3 Zachary Ryan Florence 
'Jason Lee Gran void
3 Sean Andrew Halls
1 Jason Douglas Heald
3 Levi William Hinderager 
With High Honors 
3 Brandon P Holthus
2 Dawn L. Howard
3 Derek John Hulett
3 Elliot James Isakson 
3 Kevin Lee Jacobsen 
With Honors 
3 Kai Lockwood 
3 Craig William Ludlow 
With High Honors 
3 Aaron Perry Maccarone
1 Randy Joe Mafftt-Schluter
With Honors 
3 Robert Lloyd Miller 
3 Bonnie S. Mock 
With High Honors 
3 Blaine Daniel Olson 
3 Wyman Thomas Petro 
3 Arnold Wayne Smith 
3 Bruce R Swanson 
With High Honors
2 Michael Joseph Walker
3 Lawrence E. White 
3 Timothy G. White
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COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
-----^ -----
Diesel Technology
3 Michael David Arseneau 
3 Mitchell Lawrence Guzman 
3 Aaron Shane Kampf 
3 Mathew Lawrence Krushensky
3 Shane Reinholz Reinholz 
1 Jimmy J. Walker Jr.
Electronics Technology
4 Parker Steven Eidum
1 Heidi E. McKay
3 Johnnie R. Scott Jr.
With Honors 
3 Carl Arnold Sorenson 
With High Honors
Food Service M anagement 
3 Eric Alan Bayley 
3 Keith E. Blankenship 
With Honors 
3 Rosalind Adele Dix 
With Honors
2 Deven James Donoven
3 Elizabeth Naomi Floch
With High Honors 
1 Heidi Lynn Matthew 
With Honors 
3 Jessica Ferryl Roberts 
3 Tamiko N. Soto-Foster 
1 Rodney Lee Thomas 
3 Jennifer Anne Woodward
M edical Assisting 
3 Brandie Marie Braun 
3 Jennifer L. Mahler
M edical Office Technology 
1 Beverly Kaleena Bonnes 
With Honors 
1 Lorretta C. Brown 
3 Stacey Ann Durbin 
With Honors 
3 Teveasa Louise Edwards 
3 Ember Marie Evans 
3 Jamie Lynn Friede 
1 Cara Dawn Heald 
3 Adrian Leah Langendoerfer 
3 Georgina Nichole McCrary 
With High Honors 
3 Briana Lynn Skarsten 
3 Christine R. Sparks 
3 Janet Lynn Spooner 
3 Amanda Jo Stubb 
With High Honors
Management
3 Nicole Danielle Bayley 
With Honors 
3 Cynde Leigh Bimel 
3 Dillon Thmas Bisom
2 Cassandra Lee Broxterman
1 Stacy Jane Hanson
3 Kayla Lynn Hauer
3 Amanda Sue Keefer 
With Honors 
3 Matthew C. King 
3 Linda Little Little 
With Honors 
3 Rory T. Minjares 
1Jarid Duane Morris 
3Nichol Ilene Poole 
With High Honors 
3 Angela D'Avella Valley 
With High Honors 
3 Angela Marie Williams
3 Debra L. Wolverton
With High Honors
2 David Michael York
Practical Nursing
4 Gretchen Alexander 
2 Crystal Lynn Augare
2 Jessica Lynn Benton
3 Janet Kay Clucas
With High Honors
2 Rochelle A. Cole
With Honors
3 Kathryn Nicole DeWeber
With High Honors
2 Jessica Lee Denman
3 Kristen Marie Dombovy
With Honors
2 Shanna Marie Dunbar
With High Honors 
2Cari Kim Ernst
3 Nikki Lee Feltus
2 Rebecca Marie Gaul
2 Rochelle Marie Gregerson
With Honors
3 Angela Lee Howard 
3 Corey Shawn Hurst
3 Amanda Ann Isakson 
With Honors 
Jennifer R. Jenni 
3 Pamela Dawn Jennings 
3 Kevin L. Jones 
3 Kristy M. Kendall-Graham 
2 Lora Jean Knight 
With High Honors
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COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
-----K -----
' 3 J ami Lynn Lucero 
2 Kalli Joy McCarthy
2 Kimberly D. Miller
i3 Christine Daniele Morris
3 Sherri Lynn Morse 
2Jolene L. Nordberg 
2 Connie R. Peterson
2 Melissa Faith Schaffer
3 Chandra Ann Schwartz 
2 Gabrielle Maria Scott
2 Katie Lea Smith 
With Honors 
2 Linda S. Smith 
2 Shona K. Spence 
With High Honors
2 Justin Dean Tudor Starkel 
Jennifer Alice Taylor
With Honors
3 April L. Terry
2 Penny R. Tharp
3 Kimberly Marie Yarrow
Paralegal Studies
2 Allyson G. Brown-Rossberg
With High Honors
4 Kendra, Campbell
3 Denise Grillos
3 Staci Michelle Grunden 
With Honors 
3 Montana Lee Hassler 
With High Honors 
1 Ralph M. Hirst 
3 Kathirynne Elizabeth Jensen
3 Erin Melissa Johnshoy
4 Jennifer Lynn Lanier
1 Lisa Renea Lewis
2 Malinda J. Thomas
3 Ashley Elizabeth Urdahl 
3 Leissa K. Wages
Radiologic Technology 
3 Kathleen Marie Allen 
With High Honors 
3 Graham Barnes 
3 Mary Josephine Brewer 
With Honors 
3 Damon Drew Hayward 
With Honors 
3 Sadie Ann Heino 
3 Dian Hickethier 
With High Honors 
3 Shawn Michael Inman 
With Honors 
3 Julie Louise McLennan 
With High Honors
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3 David Christopher Middleton 
With High Honors 
3 Tanisha Marie Pfennig 
With High Honors 
3 Mari Alynn Reynolds-Windmueller 
3 Tristin Marie Taylor 
With High Honors 
3 Kimberley Kay Tutde 
3 Elena Weatherly 
With Honors 
3 Nicole Lynn Youngbauer 
With High Honors
Respiratory Care
3 Meredith Ellen Adams 
With High Honors 
3 Tessa Marie Anderson 
3 Bonnie Jean Balgeman 
With Honors
3 Bekah Suzanne Boedecker 
With Honors 
3 Jenifer Rose Free 
3 Amanda Dawn Gilbert 
With High Honors 
3 Keisha Dawn Gout 
1 Marc A. Harakal 
With High Honors 
3 James J. Krell 
3 Whitney Renee Myers 
With Honors 
3 Shawnalee A. Rojas 
With Honors 
3 Heidi Ann Ryan 
With High Honors 
3 Tara Lynn Vandersloot 
With High Honors 
3 Sylvie Maryline Vialat 
3 Kristina Lynne Violette 
3 Richard Douglas Waltman 
With High Honors
Surgical Technology 
3 Tana Janelle Bras 
1 Candice Marie Brumwell 
1 Cathleen A. Campbell 
With High Honors 
3 Andres Castro 
With High Honors 
3 Michelle Rosetta Covey 
With Honors 
3 William James Davey 
With High Honors 
3 Miranda Lydia Diegel 
3 Jennifer Lynn Dorenbush 
With Honors
3 Casey T. Dutt 
3 Geraldine A. Fisher 
With Honors 
3 Sharon Nicole King 
3 Christopher H. Larum 
3 Kristen Jean Maier 
3 Erin Theresa McLeod 
3 Patrick William Needham 
1 Lacey K. Neville 
3 Amber Nicole O'Donnell 
3 Kimberli Rae Parr 
3 Amber J. Partney 
3 Jan Michele Poirier 
1 Gina Marie Rajacich 
3Jenelle Lynn Rose 
3 Carrie Melissa Scott 
3 Erika Amell Shortridge 
3 Adrienne Marie Sweet 
3 Lisa June Tallent 
3 Andrea Nicole Tentoni 
3 Ralph John Whaley 
With Honors 
3 Karl Seth Williams
Welding Technology 
3 Joel Christopher Bartles 
With Honors 
3 Joseph L. Bourassa 
3 Paige Daniel Carney 
3 Justin O. Cummins 
3 Pat Micheal Eberly 
3 Joshua Luke Gervais 
3 Billy S. Hendrickson 
3 Rick Micheal Heusel 
‘ Justin Chad Krause 
3 Ryan William Werber 
3 Jesse Daniel Young
THE DEGREE OF Associate of Arts 
3 Sally Mae Amey 
2 Joel Reese Bauserman
2 Brand W. Browning
1 Ryan Monroe Butler 
With Honors
3 Carol Marie Chandler
With Honors 
3 Mary J. Dalton 
3 Nathan Mark Eastlick 
3 Brandy L. Fortier 
With High Honors 
1 William Francis Guyaz 
3 Elisa Joy Johnson 
2Kari Li Kiefer 
1 Amanda Marie Koemer 
1 Mary E. McCollum
1 Michael James Moratelli
2 Mistee Dawn Ridesatthedoor
3 Mark D. Roberts
3 Elisabeth Marie Sparr 
3 Wayne Louis Stell 
2 Lois N. Tate
With High Honors
2 Akina Teruya
3 Andrew David Thompson
2 Dana Lea Westermark
3 Laura Kay Wilkerson
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COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
- x -
B accalaureate D egrees
College of Arts and Sciences 
»x*
The candidates will be presented by Gerald A. Fetz 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Applied 
Science
3 Jennifer Rae Archibald 
3 Matthew Ryan Beaumont
3 Seth David Cole-Rose
4 Michael Stoner Eudaily 
3 Chad E. Goodman
3 Matthew Howard Hunter
4 Levi Lambert
2 Karen M. Jorgenson
3 Andrew D. McLean
With High Honors
2 Barbara Kay Milligan
With High Honors
3 Ashlie Dawn Moody 
3 Sarah Nichole Parker 
3 Ryan J. Springer
3 Craig Michael Therrian 
3 John Jacob Thomas 
3 Andrew Unbehend
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts
Anthropology
3 Elisabeth Anne Alexander 
3 Nicole Jennifer Burritt 
With High Honors
With a Minor in Art History/Criticism
2 Jake Christofferson
3 Anne Louise Conners
With Honors
4 Jeffrey T. Corey
2 Mark Andrew Dehmer
3 Christopher H. Detchon 
4Noelle Colby DiLorenzo
1 Collin Emerson Enes-Orton 
3 Nob R. Evans
3 John Fielding
4 Taylor William Forrest
1 Annemarie Catherine Frohnhoefer
1 Conferred Summer 2004
2 Conferred Fall 2004
3 Conferred Spring 2005
4 Summer 2005
3 Selena M. Garefino
With a Minor in Women's and Gender 
Studies
4 Valerie Ann Gazzo
3 Simonie Bess Gillett 
3 Polly Sanderson Grasham 
With Honors 
3 Angie Gulick
3 John M. Hall
4 Laura Harris
4Jaclyn Angela Heneghan 
4Taneal Joy Ingram 
With Honors 
1 Trent Edward Ingram 
4Jolene Ann Kristovich Irwin
3 Paul Daniel Johns
4 Heidi C. Kahler
3 Adam R. Keaster 
3 Cassin Kennedy 
3 Nicholas C. Kepford 
3 Micki L. Kukal 
With High Honors 
3 Sharon Josephine Lansford 
With Honors 
3 Joseph D. Lellek
1 Bryan William Lyda
2 Corinne Lynn
2 Kathleen D. Lyons
With High Honors
With Minors in Art Studio and Spanish
3 Lester E. Maas
3 Ryan Paul Malone-Douglas
3 Julie C. Marshall
2 McKenzie Mataya 
With Honors
1 Frankie L. McBumey
With a Minor in History
4 Cynthia Lynn McCourt
4 William James McDonald
2 Joe Menyhart
4 Monica Lee Nicholb 
1 Kelly O'Connell
3 Jennifer Evans Owen
With Honors
With a Minor in Biology
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3 Meghan C. Powell 
With Honors
1 Nicholas Thomas Prischmann 
3 Jay Michael Frank Rucinsky
2 Michael Milo Ryan
3 Ronald R. Schlader
With High Honors 
3 Jeremiah Jon Shaw 
3 Ichi Shibahara 
With Honors
3 Kelly Jean Shields
With High Honors
Also with Major in Sociology
4 Wesley Sink
2 Andrea Smid 
With Honors
Also with Major in Sociology
2 Glen M. Still Smoking
3 Martin T. Uren
3 Peter Mitchell Vissar 
1 Tai Anna Weber
1 Lisa Brianne Weeks 
3 Margaret Werler
3 Kevin E. Widerman 
3 Nathan Lee Wilson
3 Benjamin Bracken Woody
With Honors
2 Aaron S. Zadow
With Honors
4 Jessica Marie Zieg
With High Honors 
With a Minor in French
Biology
3 Daniel R. Adair 
3Judson J. Andersen
2 Justin J. Auch
3 Naomi Kathleen Biehl 
3 Kristin J. Bieri
1 Takae Bischoff
With Honors 
3 Aaron D. Blatt 
3 Jamie Lynn Bray 
3 Lauren Smith Caldwell
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Jessica J. Carsley 
3 Etosha Colgate Chase 
With High Honors 
With Minors in Geography and 
Mathematics
2 Bethany Erin Collins
With High Honors 
2 Brian Cook
3 David Jeffrey Cragun 
With High Honors
2 Damian M. Cremins
3 Jason Davis
3 Kristina Davis
2 Tanner Ross Duncan
3 Jessica K. Elsey
With High Honors 
3 Marisa J. Goeres 
2 Erin E. Gray
With High Honors
2 Lance Griffin
3 Angie M. Groves 
3 Lily H. Hammer
3 Jared Martin Hartley 
With Honors 
3 Rebecca L. Hayer 
3 Samuel D. Hayman 
2 Brandi Jo Hills
With a Minor in Psychology
2 Kendra Z. Hinxman
3 Christopher J. Hoff 
3 Lacey May Jackson
With Honors
3 Annabelle Naja Janairo
With Honors
2 Nathan D. Jensen
With Honors
4 Morris Lynn Jessop
3 Aaron R. Johnson
4 Allison Sommerville Johnson
With Honors
With a Minor in Art Studio 
3 Jenessa Lianne Johnson 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Samuel Stephen Joyce 
With High Honors 
3 Danielle Marie Kassner
2 Joel Brandon Kauffman
3 Jesse J. Keith
3 Sarah Jane Keller
2 Korrin A. Kissock
3 Katherine Harwood Koelsch
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Felicia F. Kohnen
With a Minor in Microbiology 
3 Andrea Marcell Liptac 
With High Honors 
3 Kyra A. Lukomski 
3 Jeff Adam McKenzie 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Psychology
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2 Andrew J. Merryman
3 Elizabeth Marie Meschke 
3 Tracey Mirrosh
With High Honors 
3 Jeanette A. Monson 
With High Honors
3 Eleanor Morris
With High Honors
4 Amanda C. Ng
With a Minor in Chinese 
3 Rose B. Nordby 
3 Kirsten M. Oltvedt 
3 Carolyn Paulitz 
3 Sarah Perata
Also with Major in Anthropology 
3 ShaunAnn L. Peters 
With a Minor in Spanish 
3 Laura Marie Petritz 
3 Jennifer Angela Pierce 
2 Elizabeth M. Powers
Also with Major in Environmental 
Studies
2 Lauren Elizabeth Priestman
With Honors
3 Rolin A. Pruyn
3 Amber O'Brien Reinhart 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
3 Holly Patricia Richards 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Psychology
1 Caitlin Jeanne Sandell 
3 Carter M. Searles
3 Siri Christine Segrud 
3 Dustin James Sepich 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Chemistry 
3 Hollie E. Sexton 
With Honors 
3 Cecilia Jean Shane 
With Honors 
3 Jessica Joy Sherburne
2 Rebecca R. Shoemaker
With High Honors
3 Emilie Simpson
With Honors 
2Cindi Suzanne Smith 
3 Leah Smith
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Dance
3 Ashley A. Steinle
With High Honors
4 Jaime Stewart
3 Anthony Robert Strieker
3 Jesse Janae Talalotu 
With Honors
1 Dustin G. Tavenner
3 Christina Brooke Terry 
3 Frank C. Towsley
2 Richard T. Villelli
3 David J. Wilcox
With a Minor in Chemistry 
1 Rachel Lanelle Wilkinson
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
1 Cassie Lee Wistrom
3 Nathan W. Wright-Moore
4 Joseph Edward Youngberg
Classics
3 Anna Ruth Baker
2 Megan Jo Hill
With Honors
3 Robert David Sears
With High Honors
Communication Studies
4 Ryoko Abe
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Economics 
3 Sarah M. Adams 
2 Todd Alan Archambeault 
With Honors 
1 Benjamin Hoyle Austin
University Scholar, Honors Program
1 Patricia Diane Benti 
4Jaclyn Ann Bright 
4Joni Ridenour Bush
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Nonprofit 
Administration
2 Sarah B. Clark
3 Susan Marie Cundiff
With a Minor in Native American 
Studies
2 Nathan Dostal 
With Honors
1 Rachel Jean Dulaney
2 Robert Wesley Duncan
3 Loree Louise Farley
With Honors 
3 Cicely Ann Fox
3 Jason Michael Frame
4 Kristen Richelle Gaynor
With High Honors
3 Marguerite Elizabeth Glenn
With a Minor in Psychology
4 Mary Elizabeth Grinnell 
3 Shawn Timothy Hogan 
3 Ashley Ann Jackson
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3 Jeremy J. Johnson
With Honors
With Minors in Environmental Studies 
and Economics
4 Jessica M. Johnson
With Honors
2 Brian G. Klein
With a Minor in History
3 Kelsey Donovan Klevenberg 
3 Oskar J. Kollen
1 Anne Carolyn Krause
1 Eve Marie Lahti 
3 Andrew B. Levin 
3 Michelle Lousen 
3 Charles Lucarelli
3 Hannah Ashley Mall 
3 Krista K. Markle
With a Minor in Media Arts
2 Conwell R. McKay
2 Cameron Milton
3 Darcy E. Mitsch
3 Sayaka Nakagawa
3 Aiko Nishiyama
4 Kelly Owen
3 Victoria L. Pavlock
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Brianne Bae Petersen 
3 Susan L. Petersen
1 Julie Nicole Rachlin
3 Jeri Ann Rafter
University Scholar, Honors Program
4 Theresa J. Reynolds 
3 Kelly M. Rosenlund
With a Minor in Psychology
3 John R. Rozzelle
With Honors
With a Minor in Psychology
2 Scott Eugene Rupert
1 Patrick S. Ryerson
4 Nicole Lee Savage
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Spanish
3 Bradley R. Slaymaker 
3 Teela Spealman
2 Brian C. Speer
1 Crimson Ellen Burris Strong
3 Derek William Sturm
3 Rosemary Swan
4 Jennifer Lynn Switzer
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Sara E. Whitfield 
With High Honors 
3 Elizabeth Bennett Wilson
2 Jessica Marie Woolery 
3Jodee K. Zunker
Economics
3 Contessa Rose Marie Birky 
3 Andrew Bissell
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Political Science 
3 Michael James Dalton
1 Joshua W. Davis
With Honors 
3 Karen Gessaman 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in History 
3 Benjamin Steven Haag 
With Honors 
3 Lindsey Rene Haas 
3 Benjamin A. Haugan
With a Minor in Philosophy 
3 Chad R. Hooper 
3 Steven Michael Johnson 
With a Minor in History 
3 Dmitir A. Murfin Simmons 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Philosophy 
3 Evan Russell 
3 James Edward Thompson
English
3 Keely Jo Alexander 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program
2 Miho Araki
With Honors
With a Minor in Chinese
3 Andrea Armstrong
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Spanish 
3 Sarah Jane Avery-Wright 
With Honors
2 Meleina Beth Backhaus
With Honors
3 Emily Ann Baker
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Philosophy 
‘ Julia Marie Balias 
With Honors 
3 Seth R. Bates
With a Minor in Anthropology
2 Lindsey M. Battle
3 Gordon Bennett
2 Alicia E. Besh
3 Danielle L. Blaine
With Honors 
2 Christopher Borgstadt 
With Honors
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3 Russel Paul Buyok 
With High Honors 
3 Chris Conrad 
1 Hannah R Cook
3 April Joy Cypher
With Honors
1 Kamiah M. DuMontier
With Honors
4 Lisa Maureen Dufifin
3 Sarah Kerwin Faulkner 
3 Gillian Hughes Fetz 
3 Brendan Day Finney 
3 Sara Susan Forthofer 
With Honors 
3 Amber Lynn Galloway 
3 Katie Lyn Geoghegan
2 Desiree E. Gemer
3 Shane Michael Gladwin
2 Jeremy John Glenn
With Honors
3 Matthew James Gowin
With a Minor in Drama
1 Lena Bezawork Gronlund
2 Jeffrey Haines Hammond
Also with Major in History
3 Sarah Michelle Haughey
With High Honors 
3 Donald Anthony Hebert 
With Honors 
3 Martin E. Hensel 
With High Honors 
3 John Edward Holland 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Political Science 
3 Amy B. Holley 
3 Kelly Jennifer Hughes
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Political Science 
3 Amber Hutchinson 
With Honors 
3 Leslie M. Isaacs 
With Honors
2 Glenn A. Ill Jackson
With Honors
3 Laura Leone James
With Honors 
3 Terra R. Joy 
3 Sara L. Kelly
2 Megan Kearney Kenworthy
Also with Major in Environmental 
Studies
3 Caroline Elizabeth Keys 
3 Brenda Lamb
With Honors
3 Colin S. Lazzaro-Smith 
3 Jason Richard Lee 
With Honors 
3 Ryan James Long 
3 Brad W. Lowe 
With High Honors 
3 Ashley Laura MacLaren
With a Minor in Women's and Gender 
Studies
3 Phillip Michael Matteson 
3 Tessa Marie Miller 
With Honors 
3 Todd Mowbray 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in French 
3 Brian J. Murray
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Catherine Ann Nielsen 
3 Ryan William Norton 
With High Honors
1 Karl David Pare
3 Stephanie Phillips 
With High Honors 
3 Leslie Ann Pickard
2 Parker Rader
3 Jennifer Kathleen Richert
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Spanish 
3 Karen Riedl
1 Stace Ann Robinson
3 Jonathan McCaskey Rosenbaum 
3 Mike Sanzi Schaedel 
With High Honors 
3 Amie Bonnie Patricia Schaumberg 
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Latin 
3Janelle M. Scheffelmaier 
With Honors
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Dan Schermele 
3 Sterling Spencer Schildt 
With Honors 
3 Martin R. Schmidt 
With High Honors 
3 Veronica Chanelle Schmiedeskamp
2 Mark Schmitt
2 Shannon Lea Seidler 
With Honors
2 Joy E. Setterlund
With a Minor in Women's and Gender 
Studies
3 William Sidney Smith 
3 Tracy Lynn Sontrop
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3 Aaron M. Sosebee 
With Honors 
With a Minor in Japanese 
3 Jacob Robert Stephens 
3 Anne Marie Stone 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Naoko Tamura 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
2 Danielle Nichole Taylor
3 August Oliver Treyz
3 John Morgan VanAtta
With High Honors 
2 Peter D. Vandergrift
4 Lindsey Anne Villeneuve
With Honors
1 Shelly Wass
With Honors
2 Joshua Samuel Wexler
With Honors
3 Kelly Michael Wiles
With High Honors 
3 Rebecca Christine Youtz 
With Honors 
3 Anna Kathryn Zieg
Also with Major in French
Environmental Studies 
3 Thomas Antczak
3 Jack Dalton Barnwell
4 Brian Michael Benito Jr 
2 Carey Ryan Bridgeman
With a Minor in History
2 Benjamin R. Brown
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology
3 Katie Lee Christofferson
With High Honors 
3 Bryan K. Cid-Hogan 
3 Daniel R. Claussen
2 Katherine 1. Creighton
With High Honors
3 Denyse L. Dunham 
3 Stacy C. Fink
2 Alan Hilshey
With High Honors
2 Seth Martin Jarsky
3 Raine J. Kidder
3 Paul J. Kozlowitz
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Matthew D. Larson 
With Honors 
3 Crystal Leach
With High Honors
3 Michael Leach 
With High Honors 
3 Barry J. Littlejohn
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology
3 Samuel Perisho McKay
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With Honors
4 Jennifer Lynn Miller 
3 Felix Nez
3 Christopher M. O'Neal 
3Nathanial Thomas Phelps 
3 Jessica Porter 
3 Nathan Queener
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
With Minors in Wilderness Studies and 
Latin American Studies 
3 Andrew J. Richards 
3 William Edward Rideg
3 Christopher Patrick Sill
4 Jamie L. Smidt
3 Bethany Arena Smith
With Minors in Women's and Gender 
Studies and Wilderness Studies 
3 Elizabeth C. Speaker 
With High Honors 
3 Jared Steyhart 
3Britta L. Timpane-Padgham 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Anthropology 
3 Meghan Kathleen Warner 
With a Minor in Biology
2 McKenzie Zajonc
French
3 Priscilla Krishnna Brockmeyer 
3 Brendan Payne Hampson
With Honors
Also with Major in English 
1 Jeffrey J. Levine
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Carmen B. Lumsden 
1 Cecilia Marie Margrave 
3 Nicolette R. Schuman 
With High Honors 
3 Nastasia Shannon 
3 Jessica Joy Sherburne
Geography 
3 Kristin J. Adix 
1 Mandi Lee Corr 
With Honors 
3 Dallas George Diehl 
With Honors
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3 Cory Elizabeth Fauhl 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Gunnar Phillip Hamilton 
3 Timothy Harada
2 John Michael Harrigan
3 Marguerite S. Holler
With a Minor in Art Studio 
3 Erin Bronwyn Lannon 
With Honors
Also with Major in Economics
2 Michal Levartovsky
With Honors
3 Timothy J. Lewis 
4Michone Marie Mercer
With High Honors 
3J. Nicholas Meyer 
3 Lauren Anne Regnier
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
3 Kirsten Elise Severud
With High Honors
4 Wendy Thingelstad
3 John Warner VanAckeren
German
3 Keely Jo Alexander 
With Honors 
3 Ulrike Ann Anderson 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
Also with Major in Psychology 
History-Political Science
2 Maja Nicole Archer
3 A'ine Rose Doherty 
3 Daniel E Jaques
With High Honors 
2 William B. Judah 
With Honors
2 LaShawn Newman
3 Alex M. Rosenleaf 
1 Jodi Lynne Teeple
With a Minor in African-American 
Studies
History
3 Christopher Michael Alexander 
With a Minor in Geography 
3 Rob V. Atkinson 
3 Robyn Marie Barnes
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Jenna Marie Bates 
With Honors 
3 James Clifford Bennett 
3 Joseph Taylor Benson 
3 David Bemofsky 
With Honors
2 Patrick F. Billings
With Honors 
4 Karen L. Branzell 
With Honors
3 Rachel Lynn Broach
With High Honors 
3 Brian Donald Brock 
3 Robert Samuel Brock 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Political Science 
3 Sarah E. Burke 
3 Margaret Ashley Caldwell 
3 Alisa Colleen Carney 
2J.B. Chandler
2 Cyrus Cohea
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Latin American 
Studies
3 Maureen Elizabeth Connors
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Latin
3 Taylor Comman
4 Benjamin Paul Courteau 
3 Charles S. Curtis IV
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Robb John Daniels 
3 Diana J. Davey 
With High Honors 
3 Eric James DeGroat
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
2 Kevin Devaney
3 Jonathan Trevor DiMarco
With Honors
4 Daniel N. Edelman 
3Jacklyn Ann Enger
With a Minor in Anthropology 
1 Kristina Favero
3 Colby M. Fitzgerald
With Honors
With a Minor in Political Science
4 Matthew Fry
1 Argentina Monica Gilles
With a Minor in Latin American Studies 
3 John M. Graham 
’ Jeffrey David Green
2 Lyssa Beth Haldeman
With a Minor in Psychology 
’ James Francis Halpin 
’ Thomas W. Hayes
With a Minor in Geography 
’ Jonathan Ralph Hill 
’ Tait Andrew Holm
With a Minor in Psychology
3 Meaghan K. Houlihan
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3 Catherine Christine Hunt 
With High Honors 
3 Lisa Nichole Israel 
With High Honors 
3 Brandon A. Johnson 
3 Garrett James Johnson 
3 David J. Jones
1 Christopher Kanenwisher 
3 Eric Nason Karshner
3 Joshua Maximilian Kast 
3 Katie Clair Knowles 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Music 
3 Joseph D. Lehman III 
3 Noah S. Longhurst 
3 Jane Marcelle McBumey 
3 Chris McKay 
3 Shannon Michael 
With High Honors 
3 Jacob Barclay Millan 
3 Benjamin David Miller 
With Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 William James Mintsiveris
2 Julianna Mary Nagy
3 Oliver Lukas Nordlund
2 Wilena S. Old Person
Also with Major in Native American 
Studies
3 Michael J. Peluso
4 Holly Marie Pickett
With High Honors 
3 Scott Preston 
With Honors 
3 James Charles Ranne II
With a Minor in Political Science 
3 Erin E. Rogge 
With Honors 
3 Cory Alan-Gene Sabin 
Also with Major in Classics 
3 Mary-Elizabeth Marguerite Sampsel 
3 Gaston A. Sanchez 
3 Cody W. Scott 
3 Anthony Seemann 
3 Matthew Stewart Selin
2 William Rockne Shick
With High Honors 
With a Minor in English
3 Ann Siqveland
3 Kathleen Elizabeth Southern 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
2 Amanda Ruth Spannuth 
With Honors 
With a Minor in English
3 Brett Sproull 
With Honors
2 Jennifer Janae Stearns
3 Sierra Cashel Stief
With a Minor in German
1 Ann R. Sullivan
With Honors
With a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Amanda Rae Townsley 
With Honors
With a Minor in Art History/Criticism 
3 Miva VanEngen 
3 Christina Nicole VanderVos
2 Eckhart VonWildenradt
With High Honors 
Also with Major in German
3 Lisa Wagner
3 Eric Keith Wimmer
With a Minor in Art History/Criticism 
3 Maria R. Wimmer
With a Minor in Art History/Criticism 
1 Abigail M. Zent
Japanese
3 Marcia Del Carriere 
With Honors 
3 Michael Glenn Foster 
With Honors 
3 Andrea Lee Harsell 
3 Julia Anne Holz 
With High Honors 
3 Kin Chuen Lo
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Ryan G. McAlpin 
With Honors
With Minors in Computer Applications 
and Asian Studies 
3 Jessica Diann Polichetti 
With High Honors 
3 Jeremy Alan Sather 
3AaronTauer
Liberal Studies
1 Brian Joseph Albrecht 
3 Lewis R. Amis 
3 Kier James Atherton 
With Honors 
1 Pete W Austin 
1 Blythe Kaufmann Belzer
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
1 Brenda C. Binkerd 
With High Honors 
3 Brooke Boggess 
With High Honors 
3 Kerry E. Bogner 
With High Honors
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3 Jamie Nikole Brown 
With Honors
3 Nicholas Gage Colby-Newton
With a Minor in Media Arts 
1 Andrew W. Damhof
4 Milton Andreas Datsopoulos 
3 Shannon Michael Dowling
With Honors 
3 Brett David Evans 
With Honors 
1 Ellie Feucht 
3 Casey Grant Gierke 
With Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts
1 Alexa Augusta Hager
With Honors
2 Rachel Hanko
With High Honors
3 John David Havlik
3 Jamie Higgins-Mattucci 
2 Megan Jo Hill 
With Honors
2 David Heath Ketchum
3 Andrea Feia Knopik
With Honors
2 Robert E. Knox Jr.
2Demian A. Kotynski
4 Kristin L. McGregor
3 Yoshihiro Ninomiya
3 Erin Elizabeth Parker 
3 Samuel Patrick MacLeod Riggins 
3 Bethany B. Rigles 
With High Honors
3 Mary Margaret Ritter
With a Minor in History
2 Kayla Marie Rivette
With Honors 
1 Elizabeth F. Robinson
4 Beth Ann Shirilla
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
With a Minor in Latin American Studies
3 Wendy Snyder
With High Honors 
4Tressa Ruth Sorenson 
With High Honors 
1 Jada Telford 
3 Adeline May Wakeman
With a Minor in Latin American Studies 
3 Mandy L. Whiddon 
3 Elizabeth Hogan Wilhelm
1 Matthew Alan Young
With a Minor in Media Arts
2 Amie Zendron
With High Honors 
With a Minor in History
Mathematics
3 Owen Applequist 
3 Andrew Bissell 
3 Jessie K. Collins 
3 Charles A. Duval
2 Birch J. Fett
3 Renee Marie Fite 
3 John Goldes
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Chemistry
3 Brad Grutsch
With Minors in Computer Applications 
and Computer Science
2 Erica M. Lane
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
4 Jose-Manuel Leon
With High Honors 
4 Andrew Michael McDonald 
With Honors
3 Sean McGlynn 
3 Gretchen Moe
With High Honors 
3 Sharon O'Hare 
With High Honors 
3 Heath Oliver 
3 Stephen J. Pettinato 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Computer Science
3 Robert David Sears
2 Lindsay Wooley
4 Gail Sue Yeomans
With Honors
Native American Studies
3 Rachel Marie Atkins
With a Minor in Sociology 
3 Raquel Castaneda-Lopez
2 Sarah Ann Clark
With Honors
With a Minor in Anthropology
1 Arlan K. Edwards
With a Minor in Anthropology
3 Sarah Frances Gregory
With Honors
With a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Byron Heavy Runner
With a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Karen Yvonne Johnson 
3 Brian Charlo Kipp 
3 Steven Thomas Small 
3 Lydia Lynn Spotted Eagle
2 Coralee Coleman Wright
With a Minor in Anthropology
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Philosophy
1 Steffen A. Brown III
2 Bryce R. Christiaens
With Honors
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies
3 Amelia D. Coleman
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Spanish
2 Emiliano Francisco Diaz
With Honors
3 Thomas S. Dixon
Also with Major in German 
3 Fatuma Saed Emmad 
With Honors 
3 Tristan Gorski
3 Matthew Kowalski
Also with Major in Journalism
4 Scott A. Mayer
With a Minor in Computer Applications 
3 Justin W. Raap 
3 Ali Reza Tabibnejad 
With Honors
1 Daniel Connolly Wagner
With Honors
2 Justin Sloan Whitaker
With Honors
Physics and Astronomy
2 Brian K.-Hand
With Honors
With a Minor in English
Physics
3 Owen Timothy Applequist
2 Emily Caroline Cronister
With a Minor in Mathematics
3 Burke A. Fetscher
With High Honors 
3 Adam Robert Goldhammer 
3 Stuart Thomas Graham 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Mathematics 
3 Daniel A. Guest
With a Minor in Mathematics
1 Daniel A. Phipps
2 James H. Willett
With a Minor in Mathematics
Political Science-History
3 Luke A. Meinert
With Honors 
3 Suzanne M. Seguela
Political Science
2 Christina Marie Anderson
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
3 Kurt James Aughney 
3 Justin C. Baker
3 Taylor Autumn Barcus 
Also with Major in History 
3 Michelle Bayala 
With Honors 
3 Thomas Patrick Blair 
With Honors 
3 Thais Regina Boise
With a Minor in German 
3 Kyle Elliott Brown 
3 Marron E. Burke 
3 Daniel A. Carr
Also with Major in History 
3 Hamed Chowdhury 
3 Shannon Erin Coe 
With High Honors
3 Daniel B. Crisp
With a Minor in History
4 Kaysa M. Dallum Whittenberger
2 Fatuma Emmad
With Honors 
4 Bradley V. Engebretson
3 Brandy Janean Fowler 
3 Amelia Lynn Freeman
With a Minor in Latin American Studies
2 Riley Fritsch
3 Joseph Michael Gary
3 Warren Gehring
4 Aaron Gregory-Young
2 Dennis William Hall
With Honors
3 Eugene Alfred Hermanson
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Economics
4 William David Hicks
3 Kedra Arnold Hildebrand 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Spanish 
3 Matthew John Johnson 
3 Steven Michael Johnson 
3 Emily Eileen Jones 
With High Honors 
3 Jesse Levi Jordan 
3 Kimberly Lynn Karst 
With Honors
With a Minor in Communication Studies 
3 Katrina Lynn Knapp 
3 Nathan Alexander Kosted 
With Honors
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3 Celeste Nicole Krantz 
3 Geoffrey L'Heureux 
With Honors 
With a Minor in History 
3 Brynn Marie Laird 
With High Honors 
3 Michaella Elaine Marie Larson 
3 Skye E. Lazaro
With a Minor in Communication Studies
3 Casey Walter Light
4 Kasandra Lundquist 
3 Jessie Lynn Luther
University Scholar, Honors Program
1 Harley E. Lysons
Also with Major in Russian 
3 Kyle S. Mace
With a Minor in Geography
2 Orin Mangold
With a Minor in German
3 Eric Douglas Marshall
3 Erin Hannah McEwen
With Honors
4 Christopher Paul McGrath
Also with Major in History 
4 Heather Marie McMurry 
3 Jack Lohan McNellis 
3 Katrina J. Mendrey
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in History 
3 Jeffrey Adam Mercer 
3 Lisa R. Millspaugh 
3 Kori Kay Minckler 
3 Brynn Kathleen Molloy 
3 Mary Katherine Monroe 
With Honors 
With a Minor in History 
3 Sara Najjar 
3 Emily N. Newhouse 
3 Torger Lance Oaas
With a Minor in History 
3 Ashley Elizabeth Oliver 
3 Dave Parker
3 Kris M. Pyette
With High Honors
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies
4 Justin Ratcliff 
3 Ozren Runic
With High Honors 
3 Matthew D. Russell
3 James Robert Bonham Rust
4 Christine Slaughter 
3 Eric Smith
With a Minor in Economics 
3 Lauren L. Stockton 
3 Kaila Hope Strong
2 Charles R. Swartz
With Honors
3 Aaron Tauer
1 Sarah J. Truman
With Honors
4 Viktor Timofeovich Tsuber 
3 Patrick Martin VanOrden
2 Meghan Wilcomb
3 Sean Lee Wilkins
With Honors
Also with Major in History
Psychology
3 Eric Aune
With Honors
1 Aly Elizabeth Jane Baiter
2 Terri Bauer
4 Seth Ryan Beattie
3 Tracy Donn Becker
With High Honors 
3 Susette Sally Billedeaux
3 Rita Haidle Billow
With Honors
4 Shala Marie Bitney 
2Josie Boggs
3 Alesha Bowman 
3 Meagan Eleanor Brock 
With Honors 
3 Ken Bumke
Also with Major in Anthropology 
3 Ashley Janel Bums
Also with Major in Sociology
2 Nicholas Burton
3 Nathalie Joanna Byers
2 Cheryl Carroll
3 Beau Champion
Also with Major in Political Science
4 Katharine Jane Coan
3 Christopher M. Collins 
With Honors 
3 Pennie Renae Cook 
With Honors 
3 Lizette Dambrowski
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Erica Kody Daniels
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
1 Dacia Adele Davis 
3 Megan Alyse Dell 
With Honors
With a Minor in Philosophy 
3 Angelina Marie Dempsey 
3 Kace Lea Doombos 
3 Ann Marie Douglas
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
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3 Ashley F. Drinkwalter
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
4 Nicholas James Ellingson
3 Eric Elliott
4 Nathan Cody Ellis
With a Minor in Anthropology 
2 Lacey Elizabeth Erickson
2 Christian B. Eschenbacher
3 Brian W. Esposito
3 Jenna Rose Fahlander
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
2 Karen Eve Foley
4 Tanya Franks
3 Heidi Fries
Also with Major in Sociology 
2 Justin M. Gallery
1 Elizabeth Ann Gantert
2 Anna Marie Gardner
3 Lily Adele Gervais
With a Minor in Native American 
Studies
3 Erin Briana Gettel
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
3 Andrea Janae Giese
With a Minor in Nonprofit Administration
4 Eric Douglas Gilmore
3 Christine Lynn Gordon 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
2 Amanda Marie Griffin
3 Jessica J. Hageman 
1 Terrah Lynn Hall
3 Wynter Nicole Hankel 
With Honors 
1 Sarah Elisa Haugse 
3Josie Kolleen Hayes 
With Honors
With a Minor in Human and Family 
• Development
3 Nadia Hebard
With a Minor in Women's and Gender 
Studies
4 Shannon Rae Hegge 
3 Brooke Lynn Herzog
With Honors 
3 Nicole Herzog 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Anthropology 
3 Kathryn Hesse
4 Matthew M. Hibbs 
With High Honors 
3 Karissma Kay Hill 
3 Katie Marie Hoffman
1 Casey David Holum
3 Jonathan James Honold 
3 Christie Michelle Hopcroft
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
3 Walter E. Hoveland 
With Honors 
3 Jennifer Renae Jacobson 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program
2 Sean Christopher Keighley
3 Thomas J. Kelley
3 Tory Kimpton
With High Honors
2 Lindsay Ann Kindelman
4 David Fielding Kippen
3 Daniel M. Kotur
3 Jessica Leati Laferriere 
With Honors
Also with Major in Spanish 
1 Eve Marie Lahti
1 Abby Marissa Laing
With Honors 
3 Lindsey F. Lennon
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
4Jose-Manuel Leon 
With High Honors 
3 Kristin Litz 
With Honors
2 Jordan Michelle Lutey
With Honors
3 Benjamin J. Marcus
2 Catherine Marlow
3 James Lowney Maxson
With Honors
With a Minor in Sociology 
2 Shannon Rae McNabb
2 Erin Kathleen Meenan
3 Piper K. Menke
With Honors 
With a Minor in English 
1 Kenji Mizumoto 
3 Autumn Dawn Monteau 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Native American 
Studies
3 Jan Marie Montgomery
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
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3 Molly Elizabeth Moran 
With a Minor in History 
' Philline Shannon Moran 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
1 Rachella Moresi 
3 Melissa Marie Morin 
3 Sarina LaRee Morris 
3 Jody L. Mosher 
With Honors
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
1 Antoinette M. Murphy 
3 Keri N. Murray
3 Kali Megan Nutt
With Honors
1 Hitomi Obara
With Honors
With a Minor in French
2 Jennifer Marie Ogren
4 Shizuka Ohnuma
With High Honors 
1 Shana Pederson
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Travis R. Peters
1 Christopher S. Peterson
1 Cynthia R. Posselt 
3 Carolyn Quinn
3 Christopher M. Quinn 
With High Honors 
3 Julie Elizabeth Redekopp 
With High Honors
With Minors in Spanish and Philosophy
2 Lara Rochelle Reishus
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
3 Alexander Joseph Rodriguez
Also with Major in Mathematics 
3 Rebecca Suzanne Ross 
With Honors
Also with Major in English 
1 Laurie Christine Rounds 
With Honors 
3 Kristen Planz Schneider 
With High Honors 
3 Kortni J. Simkins
3 Clare Simpson
1 Annette J. Soup
4 Shannon Sproull
3 Amanda Leanne Stahl 
3 Allison Leigh Stalder 
With Honors
Also with Major in Sociology
4 Coleen Marie Stark 
3 Katie L. Stoner
3 Carrie M. Strike
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
2 Kristin Sunderland
1 Russell Thomas Talmo
With High Honors
4 Allison A. Taylor
3 Tana R. Taylor
3 Robert Arthur Thennis 
3 Matthew J. Thomas 
With High Honors 
3 Candace K. Tucker
With a Minor in Native American 
Studies
3 Rusty Umback 
3 Jennifer Anne Walker
3 Sarah Jensen Weaver 
3Jef West
With High Honors
4 Jacob A. Widdekind
2 Elizabeth Anne Wilke
With a Minor in Sociology
2 Nicolas Jon Wilkins
3 Andrea Marie Wogamon
With High Honors 
1 Autumn Mauree Yanzick
1 Wilma Yardley
3 Jessica L. Yuhas 
3 Jennifer Leigh Zagorda
Russian
3 Kristina Lee Gizinski
Sociology
2 Grace A. Adeogun
With Honors
3 Leonel Christine Anderson
With Honors
Also with Major in Psychology 
3Trevis R. Anderson 
With Honors 
3 Crystal Baird 
2 Ryan F. Bann
2 Colin Cummins Barnhill
With a Minor in History
3 Richard James Barrett III
With Honors 
1 Kendra M. Bird 
3 Jeremy Boeckel 
3 Marcia Boris
With High Honors
3 Amanda Brynn Brealish
With Honors
4 Coleman Nicholas Brilz 
3 Katie L. Burton
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1 Lisa Marie Calhoun
2 Johanna Camp
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Spanish
3 Michael Joseph Casale III
2 Sarah Chepil
3 Timothy Cogswell
2 Michael E Costanzo
3 Samantha Renee Cumley
With Honors
Also with Major in Anthropology
1 Linda Lea Dahlman
With Honors
3 Anthony W. David
4 Craig M. Davidson 
4 Jamie Lyn Davolt
3 Wesley Free Delano
2 Jeffrey R. Disney
3 Keely Doss
1 Heather Lynn Dragstedt
2 Joseph J. Dusatko
3 Tommy A. Ecton
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Sarah Elledge 
3 Anthony Thomas Fedele 
With High Honors 
3Jaysen Ferestad
Also with Major in Anthropology 
3 Marian B. Fisher 
3 Brad Willes Fjeldheim 
3 Jennifer E. Forsyth 
With Honors
2 Ashley Lauren Foutz
3 Angeline Marie Fox
With a Minor in Spanish 
3 Tychia Danielle Fry 
3 Logan W. Funk
2 Megan F. Gallagher
With a Minor in History 
1 Thad D. Getman
3 Skye M. Gilham
Also with Major in Anthropology 
3 Travis John Grealish 
3 LeAlan Hare
3 Willard D. Hayes
4 Sierra Nicole Howlett
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Native American 
Studies
3 Ashley Allen Hunter
3 Brad W. Jackson 
1 Leila M. Jarvis
4 Nathan Jewell
2 Cara K. Johndon
With Honors
With a Minor in Psychology
1 Marci Mae Kaiser
3 Megan Alina Kelly
4 Kelly Kirwan
3 Adam Joshua Kloster
With Minors in History and Wildlife 
Biology
2 Thomas Glen Krause
With a Minor in Psychology
4 Krystal Kuka
2 Cory James Light
4 Thomas Allen Lloyd
3 Mariah Elaine Lochmiller
With Honors
4 Don Patrick Luebbert
With a Minor in Political Science 
3 Katherine Marxer 
With High Honors
3 Stacy McElderry
4 David Edward Melvin
2 Robert Miller
3 Sarah Moesser
3 Jean Elizabeth Morrow 
3 Heath Randall Nordquist
Also with Major in Anthropology 
3 Hilary Joan Oitzinger 
With High Honors 
3 Austin K. Olson
3 Joshua Brian Oman
4 Lacey Danielle Padgett
Also with Major in Anthropology
1 Olivia Jan Parker
2 Tracie J. Pierce
With High Honors
3 Lindsey Pilecki
With Honors 
3 Ian D. Quist 
1 Andrea Ann Raulston 
1 Todd Raymond Reveley 
3 Brendon Matthew Rohan 
3 Bridgette Danielle Rowe 
3 Anna Birgit Saverud 
With High Honors
1 Heather Kathleen Schmidt 
3 David Schreib
2 Geoff Schroeder
2 Floy Odetta Scott
With High Honors
With a Minor in Communication Studies
3 Nastasia Shannon 
2 Jesse W. Shoupe
4 Jason Oliver Sinclair
With a Minor in Art Studio
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3 Bobbi J. Smith 
\ 2 Sarah Brooke Smith 
3 Danielle A. Soto-Foster 
‘ Nathan J. St. Goddard
1 Laura Rhae Starnes
With Honors
Also with Major in Psychology 
3 Ryan J. Starry
3 Jessica-Lee Hayden Thomas
With a Minor in Political Science
2 Melissa A. Thompson
3 Cori Lee Tschida
3 Michael Vaclav Vanecek 
3 Collin Christopher Vestal 
With a Minor in Psychology 
1 Shannon M. Vihlene
Also with Major in Anthropology
1 Michelle Walters
2 Julie Christine Winebrenner
3 Simon James Winograd
3 Anne Marguerite Witcraft
University Scholar, Honors Program 
Also with Major in Spanish
4 Barbara J. Wood
Spanish
3 Brynn Danielle Acheson 
With Honors
2 Christina Marie Anderson
With High Honors
3 Shannon Erin Coe
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Clint R. Cornish 
3 Meghan Corrigan
With a Minor in Japanese 
3 Sarah Michelle Haughey 
With High Honors 
3 Hayley A. Hewitt-Pfeil
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
2 Suzanne Christine Hines
With High Honors
3 Cori Elizabeth Hompesch
With High Honors 
3 Jennifer Ann Jones 
With High Honors
2 Mami Matovich
With Honors
3 David Rex Maughan
With Honors
With a Minor in Latin American Studies 
3Annalee Moore
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
With a Minor in Latin American Studies
2 Ana Lorena Rodriguez-Rossol
3 Kinnerly Anne Smith
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Music
2 Kathryn McCammond Thompson
With a Minor in Environmental Studies
3 Courtney Maree-Maran Wosepka
2 Matthew Quinn Zoeller
With Honors
Zoology
1 Leslie M. Watson
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science
Chemistry
1 Baron Tobias Amone
3 Joel William Clancey
With High Honors 
3 Thomas L. Crowley 
With Honors 
3 Brian Edward Ehlert 
3 Eri Fukuda
With a Minor in Biology 
3 Brendan J. Harrington 
With High Honors 
‘ Jeffrey Ray Kline
With a Minor in Mathematics 
‘ John M. Remien 
With High Honors
2 David Oscar Rosenberg
University Scholar, Honors Program
3 Anthony Strieker
2 Andrew Waters
Computer Science
3 Bradley T. Fordham
With High Honors 
3 Tammy Haasakker 
1 Kris Harper 
3 Fan Lap Hung
3 Habib R. Kambou
4 Daniel Ross Lande
1 Ben Molk
2 Kim Joachim Oehmichen
With Honors
With a Minor in German
3 Timothy Sean Oman
With High Honors 
3 Ki-Jung Poong 
3 Thomas James Preston 
With High Honors 
1 David William Prody 
3 Amit Roy 
‘ John Seekins 
3 Eric Bradford Severtson
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3 Joshua Courtney Stiff 
1 Benjamin Joseph Tobin
4 Robert Lee Tollefson
With a Minor in Mathematics 
3 Spencer D. Wolny
Computer Science'Mathematical Science 
3 Dwain R. Bethel
1 Elodie Vanessa Billionniere
With High Honors
2 George M. Harkin
3 Jessie L. Robinson
With a Minor in Economics 
3 Jacob Slife
With High Honors
Geology
2 Curtis Lee Caton
2 Aaron Maxwell Deskins
Also with Major in Geography
3 Tyler L. Etzel
3 Colleen D. Fitzpatrick
3 Dave M. Glueckert
With a Minor in Environmental Studies
4 Katie Goins
4 Graham Daniel Newman Johnson
2 Timothy Edward Kennedy
3 Jennifer Ann Miller 
3 Jed D. Nelson
Also with Major in Geography
1 Sudhir Singh Oberoi
3 Donovan Spear Power
2 Damien Colvin Powledge
3 Shawn T. Roche 
3 Tim Ruff
2 Adam Michael Simon
3 Aaron C. Tenesch
3 William Ferril Thomas
1 Bridget Elaine Twigg
2 Tim Wheeler
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
Mathematical Science-Computer Science 
2 Wesley Evan Jones
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Medical Technology 
4 Jennifer L. Kaschmitter 
3 Daniel Robert Lee
Also with Major in Microbiology 
3 Steven Paul Marlenee 
With High Honors 
3 Maxwell Christopher Mauch 
3 David M. O'Brien 
3 Salena M. Root
2 Robert J. Senecal
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Microbiology
3 Kevin J. Andersen
2 Meghan Anne Betcher 
With Honors
2 Courtney A. Calkins
Also with Major in Medical Technology 
With a Minor in Psychology
3 Marcia Del Carriere
With Honors 
3 David Jeffrey Cragun 
With High Honors 
3 Liam Ross Hadley 
3 David Jeremy Henderson 
3 Frank Janes
With High Honors 
3 Jamie L. Kearney
Also with Major in Medical Technology
2 Darby J. Lefler
3 Steven Paul Marlenee
With High Honors
4 James Matthew Matovich
Also with Major in Medical Technology 
3 Maxwell Christopher Mauch 
With a Minor in Biology 
3 David Michael O'Brien
3 Emily Britta Parsons
4 Amanda Anne Roberson
With Honors
3 Sarah Elizabeth Schillinger 
3 Benjamin Paul Seaver
2 Robert J. Senecal
3 Brooke Nicole Szymanski
Also with Major in Medical Technology
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College of Forestry and Conservation
The candidates will be presented by Perry J . Brown 
Dean of the College of Forestry and Conservation
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Forestry
3 Jake Danilous Blaufiiss
4 Lindsey Elizabeth Bona 
3 Richard J. Byron
With Honors 
3 Jason Giles Clifford 
3Jerramy K. Dear-Ruel
With a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Jeffrey John Durkin 
3 Cory A. Farmer 
2 Richard Paul Fitzgerald
2 Robert E. Funk III
1 Jeffrey R Gilbertson
3 Trade L. Graafstra
4 Clinton John Gregory
2 Jessica Robin Groomes
3 Justin Russell High
3 Benjamin J. Hileman 
With High Honors 
3 Michael Jon Koenig
2 Michael Cody Long
With Honors
3 Carl McBrearty 
3 Adam L. Morris
3 Robert James Mueller
2 Timothy William Noon
3 Todd Patrick Oliver
2 Carly S. Quinn
3 Melissa Mae Rutledge
With Honors
2 David C. Ryan
With High Honors
3 Christopher E. Schlenker 
3 Helisa Anne Smith
With Honors
2 David A. Stevenson
3 Peter Stone
2 Andrew Eugene Taylor
3 Nicholas Thomas
3 Trevor L. Unsworth 
3 Joshua J. VanVlack 
1 William Patrick Whalen
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Recreation Management 
3 Samantha Deanne Alltucker 
With Honors 
3 Ryan John Aronson 
3 Lucas John Bateman 
3 Matthew Louis Binder 
3 Matthew J. Blocker
2 Aaron Ali'i Nui Loa Blyth
3 Matthew E. Brickner
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology
4 Matthew Michael Brownlee 
3 Danielle Case
With Honors 
3 Amy Marie Dear-Ruel 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Music 
3 Marcus Delgado
1 Nathan David Demmons
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology 
3 Erica Leigh Ellison 
With Honors
2 Anthony F. Ferrara Jr.
With Honors
3 Crystal Leigh Hagerman
3 Schery L. Hamilton
4 Christopher Matthew Harhi 
2 Karen C. Hedstrom
With Honors
2 Lindsay Michelle Johnson 
2 Keagan Kenney 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Spanish
2 Jennifer Kuhle
4 Dallas S. Martin
3 Carl Motes-Connors 
3 Jake Olson
3 Jeffrey William Ozimek
With Honors
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology
2 Renae Hope Pooley 
3Jason M. Popek
4 Braden Lee Powell
3 Lee Gregory Rademaker
With High Honors
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology
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2 Tiffany Marie Shepherd
3 Drew E Steinberger
4 Megan Lawrence Triplett
With High Honors
2 Ryan Vedder
3 Molly C. Wainwright
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Resource Conservation 
3 William M. Andrews
2 Amber Lee Crane Arvidson
With High Honors
Also with Major in Sociology
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies
3 Christopher M. Bergman 
3 Matthew J. Borish
2 Peter Donovan Caffrey
3 Brittnea Lee Cordial
3 Ryan William Cullerton 
3 Lisa Anne Davey-Wilson 
3 Peter David Demaras 
4Joshua M. Dimond
With a Minor in Political Science 
2 Charles B. Donnelly
2 Craig Michael Fatland
3 Eric Alan Graham
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology 
3 Amber Lee Harrison 
3 Anna Dean Holden
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
With a Minor in Women's and Gender 
Studies
3 Kyle M. Hovermale
2 Molly E. Immen
3 Lucas A. Jones
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Beau T. Larkin 
With High Honors 
3 Jennifer L. Lund 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology 
3 Nicholas Todd McAtee
3 Sara McComas
With High Honors
4 Megan Patrice McDonald
With High Honors 
3 Kaylan Anne Minor
With a Minor in Economics 
3 Eleanor Morris
University Scholar, Honors Program
With High Honors
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies
3 Katherine Joy Drennen O'Hagan 
3 David Alan Prather
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Kinzie K. Raser 
3 Elizabeth-Ashley Rex 
3 Robert Joseph Rogers 
With a Minor in German
2 Ryan B. Springer
With Honors
1 David A. Stark 
'John Burke Sullivan III
3 Marrissa L. Walker 
3 Courtenay Wallace
2 Jessica Sara Kyung Womack
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Wildlife Biology
3 Christopher James Ambra 
3 Kozue Asakawa
With High Honors 
3 Naomi Esther Baucom 
3 Mark Andrew Beilis 
3 Charles Edward Bowman 
4Merissa S. Burris 
1 Brandon R. Chamberlin 
3 James E. Coble Jr.
With Honors 
3 Kelly Lynn Crispen
1 Shannon Paige Debele 
3 Tanya Jeanne Debroux
2 Bethany Deflores
3 Brady Kendall Dunne 
3 Dawson L. Dunning
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
1 Dianna Lynn Fairchild 
3 Lauren R. Gilpatrick 
3 James A. Harris
3 Heather Foster Knudsen
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Spanish 
1 Michael B. LaFollette
4 Annie T. McAfee
3 Don Merritt
4 Seiji Miyazono
1 Danielle R. Moore 
3 Melanie Rohrmeier
3 Nicholas Andrew Scherry 
3 August Seward
2 Rebecca R. Shoemaker
3 Jay L. Slocum
3 Erin M. Smestad
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3 John Norwood Smiley 
1 Angela Souther
4 Nicholas J. Stipech 
1 Nathan Stone
With Honors 
3 Keif Alexander Storrar 
1 Russell Thomas Talmo 
With High Honors 
3 Kristi Jo Thompson 
3 Brian August Tomson 
3 Nicholas E. Toth
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
1 Heather Dawn Turbeville
2 Courtney Scott Tyree
3 Maggie Catherine Vogt
With a Minor in Art Studio
2 Jeffrey D. Watkins
3 Jillian Weiler
With a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Raluca M. Winter 
2 Katherine Angell Yard 
With High Honors 
2 Raymond E Yurkewycz
College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
The candidates will be presented by David Forbes 
Dean of the College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts 
Social Work
3 Cassidy Agan
With Honors
2 Lacey Lou Alexander
4 Yarrow Allen-Hickey
With Honors
4 Lois Harrington Bergeson
3 Laurie E. Be veil 
1 Melissa Boucher
With Honors 
1 Johna Jolene Bourbeau 
With Honors 
3 Jonathan C. Burham 
With Honors 
3 Mary Burwell 
1 Theadora Cantrell-Butler
1 Raquel Castaneda-Lopez
With Honors
3 Christina Marie Clark
2 Katharine Coughlin
4 Andrea Jean Dahl
3 Mary J. Dalton
4 Holly Anne Daly 
3 Donni L. Doucet
Also with Major in Psychology
3 Myma DuMontier
4 Jenna Rose Fahlander
3 Natalie Flores
4 Tanya Sue Franks
3 Andrew William Franson
With a Minor in Sociology
4 Amy L. Getz 
'Jackie Gingras
With High Honors
3 Dannialle Lee Griffin
With Honors
4 Hollie J. Gutman 
3 Clare Rose Guzzo 
3 Robert Joseph Hegenbarth 
3 Brandi S. Henry
With a Minor in Communication Studies 
3 Robin L. Hilger
3 Matthew Mark Hopkins
With High Honors
4 Katherine Suzanne Howell
2 Ellyn Louise Johnson 
4 Emily Ann Johnson
With Honors
3 Karen Johnson 
3 Leslie A. Johnson 
1 Matthew Jones
With Honors
3 Deverie Ann Kelley
With Honors
4 Abbey L. King
3 Pamela Kay Koepplin 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Psychology 
3 Kelly Larsen 
With Honors 
3 Sara Maria LeDonne 
3 Lindsay M. Long 
3 Corinne Lynn 
3 Julie McFarland 
With High Honors 
3 Stephanie Moderie
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Caitlin Moe 
3 Timothy Charles Myers
2 Clell L. Neighbors
With Honors
1 Amanda M. Nelson
With High Honors
3 Kali Nutt
With Honors
3 Tammy A. Olds
2 Jenny Wright Ording
3 Andy Ostrowski
4 Rebecca Reavley
4 Nicolle Theresa Roth
4 Samantha Joyce Rozeboom 
1 Tiffany Lynn Samuel
3 Erica M. Sandiland
With Honors
With a Minor in Psychology
4 Anne Marie Schreiner
1 Cynthia Nicole Schrimper
2 Leeanne Reed Shaw
4 Autumn Elaine Smith 
3Jovanna Soligo
3 Amamda Leanne Stahl 
3 Stephanie L. Stay
3 Leon J. Stewart
3 Katherine M. Straub
4 Tiffany Marie Sturdevant 
3 Brandi Ann Sweet
With High Honors 
3 Sara D. Symington
With a Minor in Sociology 
3 Sadie Marie Todd
With a Minor in Psychology 
1 Kristin Jeann Torgerson 
With High Honors 
3 Amelia F. Veltkamp 
1 DeeAnn Rochelle White 
3 Allison Jane Wilson 
With High Honors
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School of Business Administration
The candidates will be presented by Larry Gianchetta 
Dean of the School of Business Administration
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Business Administration 
3 Jacob J. Adamson
2 Kristina A. Agard
3 Katherine Alford
With Honors 
3 Isaac J. Allred 
With Honors 
3 Samantha Alltucker 
With Honors 
3 Sophia Rena Alvarez 
3 Aaron T. Anderson
3 Charles Andrew Anderson
4 Shane Reece Ameson
3 Elizabeth Ware Atherton 
3 Joseph A. Babcock 
3 George Christopher Bacon 
3 Brittany Ann Bagby 
3 Jeff Banka 
3 Kevin Lee Barber 
3 Kellen Barranger
1 Katie Jolene Bates
2 Hannah Bauer
3 Robinson Drew Beard 
3 Allison R. Bender
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Michael Bengala 
With High Honors 
3Jamison Bird 
3 Damon John Black
2 Nathaniel Joseph Blaine
3 Elizabeth D. Blair
3 David Crary Blethen 
3 Zachary J. Boddicker
2 Thomas Swartz Boelts
3 Terri Lynn Bond
2 Travis J. Booher
3 Heather R. Border
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in History
4 Benjamin Borgen
2 Lesley Margaret Bozeman
3 Heather L. Bredeson 
3 Brian James Breeton
With Honors
3 Nolan G. Brilz
With a Minor in Economics 
3 Jay E. Bruns 
3 Lindsey Ann Bryant
2 David Michael Bryson
With Honors
3 Robert Michael Buchan
With High Honors 
2 Daniel Clark Burgess
2 Nicole Marcele Burke
3 Alexander Edward Burkhalter
With Honors 
3 Jeffrey Charles Burrell 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Economics
1 Lisa Lorraine Bush
3 Mystelle M. Butterfield 
3 Gabriel A. Buzzell 
3 Natalie Bzdok 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Psychology
2 Jamal Cahoon
1 Aaron Justus Caldwell
1 Candi M. Calkins
3 Shauna Marie Callahan 
3 Brendon J. Campbell
3 Patrick S. Carls
4 Brian Eugene Carlson 
3 Kyle J. Carlson
3 Devin J. Cassan 
With Honors 
3 Chad E. Cearley 
3 Tobias Alexander Cemick 
3 Ricky Allen Chaffin 
3Jenni L. Charlson 
3 Chiahao Chiang 
3 Kara M. Childers 
With Honors
2 Mikhail Yakovlevich Chinikailo
3 Carl J. Christofferson
2 June-ho Chung
3 Andrew Charles Clegg
With High Honors 
2Jarod Anthony Collins 
1 Jessica Conrad
4 Brian J. Corrigan
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4 Melina R. Corrigan
1 Amber Costa 
3 Lani Costello
3 Trent Austin Cottom 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
2 Craig Coyle
3 Jordan Jarrod Cramer
With Honors 
3 Lynette M. Crego
3 Krista Crete
4 Theresa Kathleen Crockford 
3 Katie Rae Crowley
With Honors 
3 Kristopher Lee Culdice 
3 Carrie Cummings 
With High Honors 
3 Sean Cummings 
3 Tracy Lee Danforth 
3 Lesa Day-Faechner 
3 Neil DeGroot 
With Honors 
3 Jennifer Sue DeLange 
3 Sean Alexander DeVault 
3 Alan Robert DeWit 
With High Honors
3 Michael Denning
2 Kelly Mikaely Doohan
4 Sarah I. Dorr
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Katherine A. Douglas
With Honors 
3 Jennifer Noelle Dow 
3 Keith Robert Dow 
3 Danette Audrey Driscoll 
3 Harlan D. Drum 
With Honors
2 Ryan A. Dutton
3 Tyson W. Dye 
3 Monda S. Eat
3 Joshua D. Eder
4 Chad Edrod
With Honors 
3 Ross Lee Eickhoff
2 Benjamin David Einhaus
With Honors
With a Minor in German
3 Holly M. Eissinger 
3 Mark E. Ellingson
3 Lindan Dean Elliott 
With High Honors
3 Rickie Eneas 
With Honors
3 Donielle Marie Engebretson 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Music 
‘ Jeremy Lee Engebretson
2 Sean Patrick Lloyd Essen
3 Devan M. Estefan 
3 Sarah Evenson
3 Jennifer Ann Falkoski
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Miranda S. Filler 
With Honors
2 Mary Finnegan
3 Thomas Edward Firemoon 
3 Matthew James Fischer
With Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Michael Kevin Fitzpatrick
2 Venice Enkhtuyaflamm
3 Joey Kay Fleharty
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Computer Applications 
3 Elizabeth Fogle 
3 Christin Louise Foley 
With High Honors 
3 Felicia L. Foote 
3 Nichole Ford
With a Minor in French 
3 Tyler C. Forsyth
With a Minor in Economics 
3 Eric Allen Foss 
3 Brandy Fowler 
3 Cicely Ann Fox 
3 Bradley E. Fredericks 
With High Honors 
3 Marc Daniel Frickle
2 Heather Rae Fries
3 Marisa Kanani Fujimori 
3 Milo W Funk
3 Lisa Marie Gange 
3 Danny Wade Garcia 
3 Chad Michael Gamer 
3 Laura Jean Gamer
3 Michael J. Garnett
4 Nicholas Geddes
3 Ryan James Gehlen
2 Peter John George III
3 Bryan T. Geraghty
4 Daisy J. Gilham
3 Levi N. Glendenning
4 Trevor Gnauck
3 Hanna D. Golota
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3 Allen Travis Gordon 
3 Jade Goroski
2 Andrew S. Gott
With Honors
3 Jason Peter Grass
2 Chris Gratny
3 Lacey Marie Green
2 Cathy Ann Kiemele Gregoire
2 Andrew J. Grinolds
3 Djordje Gucic
With Honors 
3 Cody Joseph Habel 
1 Tyler S. Hackney 
3 Shayla Danielle Hadley 
With Honors 
3 Kent S. Hagen
1 Gregory W. Halls
3 Morgan R. Halvorson
2 Tate Hancock
2 Jonathan Robert Hansen
3 Colin Patrick Hanses 
2 Adam Dale Hanson
4 Debra Hanson
2 Heather Lynn Hart
3 Evan M. Hayes
With Honors 
3 Leland M. Hayes 
3 Alison Claire Hazelwood 
3 Matt Heinrich
1 Jennifer Heintz
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
2 Jessica Hemingway
2 Amanda Alice Hemry
With Honors
3 Barbara Jane Henager 
2 Ernest Frank Hergert
2 Jason Michael Herriot
3 Kevin Jeffrey Hilton 
3 Kevin J. Hodik
3 Adam Jeffrey Hoge
4 Eric L. Hoiland
3 Matthew G. Holtgreve 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Nicholas F. Homec 
3 Blake G. Horgan
3 Andrew Hosford
4 Nicholas C. Houppert 
3 John Herman Howard 
1 Angela Marie Howell 
2Jude M. Hubber
3 Blair Hunewill
With a Minor in History
3 Benjamin E Huss
4 Mai Itabashi
3 Jennifer Renae Jacobson
With Honors
4 Britton Lee James
2 Jason Jandreau
3 Aaron Thomas Jaques
1 Tia Marie Jensen
With Honors 
3 Cassandra Lynn Jergeson
Also with Major in Economics 
3 Justin Calvin Jetter 
With High Honors
2 Jesse Michael Jochinsen
With Honors
With a Minor in Anthropology
3 Angela E. Johansson
3 Andrew Carl Johnson
2 Carrie Johnson
3 Kimberly Lynn Johnson
4 Tyler James Johnson
1 Matthew B. Jolly 
3 Treana Jones
3 Jessie L. Jourdonnais 
3 Jason M. Kearns
2 William Patrick Kelleher
3 Kayla Marie Kemner
2 Christina Marie Kennedy
3 Jonathan Keranen
3 Brad Kerr
With Honors 
2 Adron Patrick Kirscher
4 Lynne M. Kisling
2 Alexia Nicole Klang 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Psychology
2 Kent Michael Klien
3 Joseph Ryan Koenig
4 Irena Kogan
3 Tyson W. Kovash 
With Honors 
2 Andrew L. Koyama 
With Honors
2 Megan Marie Kukkonen
With High Honors
3 Aaron Lambrecht-Mutchie
With a Minor in Political Science
2 Jason D. Lankton
3 Jason Daniel Lavugne
With High Honors 
2 Rob Layton
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3 Renee Elyse Lemieux 
3 Haily Elishva Lemer 
3 Robert Lawrence Lescantz 
3 Chiamin Lin 
3 Loren Earl Linnell 
3 Justin M. Lippincott 
3 Kaleung Lo
3 Christopher Ethan Love 
3 Janice Burchell Lowrance 
3 Mark E. Lucarz 
3 Michael Lueckemeyer 
With Honors 
With a Minor in French 
3 Carrie Ann Lunn
3 Dinh Due Ly
With Honors
4 Jeffrey M. Maddison 
3 Robyn Madison
1 Lloyd James Magnuson III 
3 Shane Michael Mahoney
2 John D. Malison
1 Derrick E. Mansell
3 Alan Marcus
3 Greg J. Markovich
2 Olin B. Martin
3 Wyn Mathews
3 Wendell Ray Matt
3 Eric O. Matten
4 Lindsey_Anne Matthew
3 Johnathan Livingston May 
With Honors
2 Kimberly R. Mays
3 Samuel C. McCarthy
3 Kyle Temple McCollum 
With Honors
3 Kelly Broderick McCormack
4 Margaret M. McGillis
3 Timothy Gavin McGonigle 
3 Tyler Lavelle McIntyre 
3 Jody Lynn McLeod
2 Brent Alan Meyers
3 Scott Allen Mickelson
2 Darlene Mikkola
3 Aidin Aflat Milani
3 Drew Gordon McManus
4 Justin Christopher Momtazee
With High Honors 
3 Lynsey Jean Monaco 
3 Summer Sunshine Monteau 
1 Michelle Lynn Montoya
3 Shawn Thomas Morgan
With Honors
4 Christina Morris
3 Brady Andrew Morrison
3 Devon Chad Morton 
With Honors 
3 Jackson K. Moua 
3 Aaron T. Mower 
'Joseph Paul Mungas 
3 Kacey Murch 
1 Roberta Jo Murdoch 
3 Grant T. Murphy 
3 Alice Marie Myers 
With Honors 
3 Hiroyuki Nakayama 
3 Ethan A. Napolitano
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Lindsey Jill Nelson
With a Minor in Psychology
3 Roseanna Nelson
4 Jacob S. Newman 
3 David Nguyen
3 Brooke Michelle Nichols
1 Scott R. Nicholson
2 Ryan Michael Nielsen
3 Joshua Alan Nikolaisen 
3 Aiko Nishiyama
1 Gyle Nygren
1 Elizabeth Anne O'Donnell 
With High Honors 
3 Daniel R. O'Gara
3 Michael S. O'Leary
4 Elizabeth Sarah Oberly 
1 Atsuko Ogara
3 Young-Jin Oh 
3 Kelsey Anne Orizotti
3 Darren James Orr
4 Monica Maria Ospina
3 Erin E. Otte
1 Sarah Pankratz
4 Joanna Beregevin Park 
3 Matt Peak
3 Anthony Carl Pedersen 
3 Skyler C. Perry 
3 Brianne Bae Petersen 
1 Amber Renee Phillips 
3 Melissa Jo Poffenberger 
3 Todd Charles Poindexter 
3 Christopher Barnett Polhemus 
3 Brooks Posegate 
3 Jessica Pyette
With High Honors 
3 Melissa M. Quigley 
3 Christina Quinn 
3 Christopher R. Rau 
3 Joseph M. Reardon 
3 Matthew K. Reiger 
3 Meredith Elizabeth Rhea
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1 Allison M. Rhines 
3 Tom K. Richards 
With Honors 
3 Ross J. Richardson
3 Christopher Gerard Riley
4 Summer Lynn Rippingdale 
3 Stefanie A. Rixford
3 Jessica Child Roberts
4 Dannette S. Robinson 
1 Daniel N. Robles
1 Alise Roeder
2 Zachary James Roeder
3 Brandann Rohrer 
3 Mollie M. Rosa
2 Eric Havens Rose 
3Jeannie Rae Rosseland
With Honors
3 Steffanie Rowe
With High Honors 
3 Megan Ruhkala 
3 Bret R. Rutherford
3 Francis Leo Ryan
With a Minor in Office Systems 
Management 
2 Katie Jean Rykal 
With High Honors
4 Leah Samson
With High Honors
2 Michael R. Sawyer
3 Evan M. Schaefer
2 Christopher J. Schafer 
‘ Jonathan Adam Schafer
With a Minor in Media Arts
3 Jennifer Rae Schmasow
1 Kyle Robert Scholle
4 Daniel Blake Seavey
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Spanish
2 Robin Sepe
4 Austin James Sessions 
4 John E Seyfert
3 Tony Ray Shamp
With Honors
4 Catherine A. Sharp 
3 Bethany S. Sheldon
With Honors
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3Tawni L. Sherry
3 Shawn Curtis Shields 
2 Dae-Joon Shin
4 Amelia Catherine Shipley
Also with Major in Communication 
Studies
2 Leif Axel Shjeflo
3 Sandra Lee Simmons 
3Ja'Ton Letrell Simpson
2 Jonathan Andrew Skinner
3 Brett W. Skyba
With Honors 
3 Levi Sloan 
2 Steven Thomas Small
2 Dawson A. Smith
3 Tawny J. Solberg
3 Stanley Harold Sorenson 
2Tressy Spangler 
3 Kynan Grey Spethman 
3 Tracey Earley Spoonemore 
With Honors
With a Minor in Computer Applications 
3 Katherine M. Sportsman 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Political Science 
3 Amanda M. Sprague 
3 Adam W. Standiford
2 Ryan Michael Stavnes
3 Erin Morgan Steele
3 Robert Vennema Stephens 
3 Jesse C. Strang
2 Wendy Jo Stuker
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Jesse Taylor Sturgis 
3 Seth Szymanski
2 James Pierce Taber
3 Ali Reza Tabibnejad
With a Minor in German
2 Joshua Talley
1 Janet A. Tamcke
3 Robert Arthur Thennis
With Honors 
3 Claire Marie Thompson 
3 Shannon Lee Thome 
With Honors
2 Amber Shalome Timmons
1 Colter Tinsen
3 Amanda Lynn Tish 
3 Miyuki Tokuhashi
3 Erin Leigh Tom
2 Courtney Lee Torrisi
4 Barry Tresch
3 Cody J. Trogdon
3 Joseph A. Troiano Jr.
3 Olympia J. Trusty
4 David Tschan 
4 Tyler Tucker
3 Britney N. Tuman
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3 Ami Kristene Turcotte 
3 Hollie Ann Tyler 
3 Tia ReNae Tyler 
3 James T. VanEngen
Also with Major in Psychology 
3 Evad E VanSpoore'
3 Mariaha VanderVeen 
3 Thea Marie Varichak
With a Minor in Economics 
3 Jonathan J. Varona 
3 Alex David Vaught 
3 Samantha E Velk 
With High Honors 
3 Nicholas Michael Vella 
3 Matthew Virostek 
3 Trina Jane Wade 
3 Philip Laughlin Wadsworth
2 Akiko Wako
3 Andrew D. Waldum
With Honors
4 Sarah Brooke Walter 
3 Natalie L. Ward
3 Ry Evans Watkins
4 Derek M. Weinberger
1 Grant Thomas Wentworth
2 Wlizabeth Ellen Wertz
3 James Eli Bain White 
3 Ronald J. White
3 Jason Weston Willard 
3 Sandra L. Willcox 
With High Honors 
3 Erin Wilson 
3 Michael D. Wilson
1 Valerie Ann Wisness 
3 Dominic N. Wong
3 Dustin Lee Wood 
3 Monkham Yang
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Tyler M. Young
2 Gregory D. Zarewski
2 Michael A. Zinn
3 Scott R. Zins
3 Anthony R. Zook
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School of Education
The candidates will be presented by Paul M. Rowland 
Dean of the School of Education
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts in 
Education
3 Jason David Altmiller 
3 Natalie M. Anderson
2 Nicole M. Anson
With High Honors
3 Kristen Marie Bechtold
With High Honors
2 Keli Dawn Boucher
With High Honors
3 Shawna M. Bradshaw
With Honors 
3 Michelle Brandon 
2 Perian Therese Breuer 
2 Barbara Brown 
2 Tara A. Brown 
With Honors 
2 Alyssa Dawn Buchan 
2 Alexis J. Cherry
2 Scott Chook
With High Honors
3 Katherine Elizabeth Collins 
2 Elisabeth Marie Colson
With Honors 
2 Chris Connors
2 Kyla Ann Cramer
3 Francisco J. Crespo 
3 Sara C. Deaton
3 Quinn M. Devine 
2 Amber Robbins Dobb
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
2 Abby Nicole Dunaway 
2T. Scott Edge
With Honors
3 Holly Eissinger 
2Marisol Yvette Fernandez
2 Elizabeth B. Flasnick
3 Tammi Sue Flickinger
With a Minor in Office Systems 
Management 
3 Heidi Marie Fred
2 Kathryn French
With High Honors
3 Amy Louise Gilleo
4 Angela Faye Giovanini
With Honors
3 Lina Marie Gooley
1 Cody Marie Goss
With Honors
4 Saundra Renee Harbour
2 Kristofer Scott Harris
3 Kacey Lynn Harsha
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Music 
3 Christopher W. Haxton 
With High Honors
2 James Lee Helmen
3 Julie Ann Hinds
With High Honors
2 Sarah J. Hoehne
3 Jennifer Jo Hogart
2 Michele L. Holmes
With High Honors
3 Desire'e L. Holt
2 Amy M. Holtz
With High Honors
3 Christi B. Hoskinson
With High Honors 
2 Meghan Anne Hovan
2 Crystal Ann Howard
With High Honors 
2T. Holloman Hubbard
3 Ken Jensen-Graham 
3 Heather Anne Jones
2 Kristy Ann Jones 
4Tricia Ann Jones
3 Annetta Rose Kahane
With Honors 
3 Jessica Ann Kelley
1 Christy Knuchel
2 Joseph Nathan Kolattukudy
1 Martin Joseph Kuhl
2 Kirsten Marie Kuka
With High Honors
3 Jennifer Marie Larson
3 Callie Jo Lawrence
With High Honors
2 Theresa E. Lenaghan
With Honors
4 Andrew J. Lesofski
3 Robert Erik Lionberger 
3 Colleen H. Locker 
2Janelle Lutke
With Honors
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3 Kerry Emerson MacLane 
3 Erica Lynn Mahoney 
2 Elizabeth M. Maronick 
2 Alice Margaret Martin 
With Honors
2 Jennifer Rose McGreevey
3 Anita L. Medlar
3 Bradley Michael Mehr 
With Honors
With a Minor in Office Systems 
Management 
3 Kimberly Ann Mendes
2 Amy Schoenfield Miller
With High Honors
3 Dillon Patrick Moore 
3 Lisa R. Morris
With High Honors 
2 Michael Marie Munson-Lenz 
With Honors
With a Minor in Native American 
Studies
2 Antoinette M. Murphy 
2 Colleen Ann Murphy 
2 Elizabeth Murphy 
With High Honors
2 Marcy Lynn Nagel
3 Angelique Marie O'Connor 
3 Katy Theresa O'Donnell
With High Honors 
3 Brooke Lynn Olson 
With Honors 
3 Christy Rae Olson 
2 Terra L. Olson 
2 Melissa Ortiz
2 Julie Lynn Patterson
3 Dean W. Perkins
2 Clint Pike
3 Tara Lee Rector
2 Michael Rieley Jr.
3 Zane Joseph Rosette
1 Emily Sandall
3 Alane Aslin Savage
2 Emily Loken Sayles
With Honors 
2 Michael J. Schaefer 
2 Patricia M. Schwenk 
With Honors 
2 Rachel Screnar 
With Honors
4 Shannon Ashley Selby
With High Honors
1 Jonathan A. Skinner
2 Justin Trevor Sparks
With High Honors
2 Meghan Jean Stiff
With Honors 
4 James Styler
3 Kimberly Marie Sykes
With Honors 
3 Thatcher David Szalay 
2 Lori Terry-Coffinan
2 Nathan H. Thorsteinson
3 Brandy L. Thrasher
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Petrea Marie Torma 
With High Honors 
2 Amber L. Tucker
2 Fawn Marie Tuhy
With Honors
3 Krista J. Turk
With Honors 
3 Lorelei D. Utgaard 
3 Leigh Ann Valiton 
With High Honors
2 Hollie R. VanBerkom
1 Christina Brovold Wekkin
3 Dorothy Eileen Westermann
With Honors 
3 Loretta June Williams 
With Honors
2 Ryann Michelle Williams 
2 Jamie Celeste Wilson
2 Brianne M. Woods 
With Honors 
2 Patti Zeally 
3Tricia L. Zimmerman
2 Reyel M. Zito
With High Honors
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Health and Human Performance
3 Brynn Danielle Acheson
With Honors 
3 Jennifer E. Bakke
1 Jesse Armen Bardizian 
3 Elliot James Bassett
2 Joshua Richard Bean
With Honors
2 Nikki Ann Bolstad
With Honors
3 Richard Lee Borden 
3 Nichole Rae Borst
With Honors 
3 Tina Christine Bouchard 
With Honors
2 Spencer Moore Byrne
3 Kristine Renee Campbell 
3 Daniel Adam Casey
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3 Richae Victoria Cooper-Rausch 
3 Ryan Richard Erickson
2 Jessica Mary Giuliani
1 Fredd Hall
3 Nicole Michelle Hart
3 Jenny Patricia Hartz
With Honors
4 Karl H. Hausmann 
3 Beau Jarret Hiskey
3 Wanda Lynn Hogan 
3 Alexandra Jane Jennings
2 Wes W. Keaster
With Honors
2 Ingrid Alyse Kirsch
3 Sierra Medora Malinski Langstaff
With Honors
3 Sarah Kay Logan
4 Melanie R. Maag
With a Minor in Native American 
Studies
2 Shane Maixner 
With High Honors
2 Darcie M. Mavencamp
With High Honors
3 Heather L. McKonney
2 Aaron Dawn Mihelish
3 Dylan C. Powell
With Honors 
3 Jaclyn Catharine Premo 
With High Honors 
3 Brentt John Ramharter 
With High Honors
1 Lutoria E. Riechers
With Honors
2 Jamie Lee Rizzuto
With High Honors 
With a Minor in History 
1 Cara Lesley Robinson 
1 Abigail Anne Roos 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies
3 Kristen Nicole Screnar 
3 Kyoko Shirahata
With Honors
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 H. Diane Shore 
3 Rebecca Y. Simms 
With Honors 
1 Angelika I. Sloan
1 Lindsay M. Street
With Honors
2 Kamla R. Taylor
With Minors in Economics and Dance
3 Melissa Ann Thompson
With Honors
With a Minor in History
2 Colleen M. Tone
3 Scott Douglas Walsh
2 Amanda Marie Weil
3 Thomas J. Wilhelm
3 Andrew James Yetter 
1 Andrea Mae Jorgenson Young 
With Honors
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The candidates will be presented by Shirley E. Howell 
Dean of the School of Fine Arts
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts 
Drama
3 Shane Michael Waldron 
With Honors
Fine Arts
2 Kelly J. Ahenakew
1 Nathan Paul Baker
2 Julie Ellen Berg
3 Ricki Biehl
3 Barbara Lynn Bittner 
With High Honors 
3 Tammy Lynn Cady
3 Kathryn Grace Comer
With a Minor in Media Arts
4 Leia Grace Corbett
With a Minor in History 
1 Michael John DeGrazier 
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Garth Downing 
3 Michael R. Dreiling 
With Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts
1 Kurt B. Duffher
With High Honors 
3 Shannon Leslie Duncan 
3 Jemina Ariel Farbstein 
With High Honors 
3 Sara K. Finch 
With Honors 
3 Thomas Anthony Gallo 
3 Joseph A. Garcia
With a Minor in Geology 
3 Katie Lyn Geoghegan 
With High Honors 
3 Valinda M. Ghee
2 Megan Sue Haddix
With a Minor in Anthropology
3 Sarah Dawn Hartman
With Honors
3 Justin Lewis Higinbotham 
With a Minor in German 
3 Shari L. Hipschman 
3 Michelle Renee Johnson 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Media Arts 
2 Diane Evelyn Jordan 
With High Honors 
1 Ann Elizabeth Kennedy 
With Honors
3 Natalia Marie Kolnik 
With High Honors
3 Jamie Pauline Esther Kuzma
With a Minor in Media Arts
4 Lindsay Lehman 
3 Sarah Jane Luse
3 Beth Ann Mahoney 
With Honors 
3 Joshua J. Martin 
3 Annie Cobb Mattison 
3 Wendy K. McFadden 
3 Heather Marie Meinert 
With Honors
3 Dennis Lee Richard Morin
1 Tau Fu Moua
3 Hayaka Okamoto 
With Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Kara Kathleen Olson 
With High Honors 
3 Jessica Diann Polichetti 
With High Honors 
3 Leah Marie Samson 
With High Honors
3 Adam Rinhold Shilling
With High Honors
4 Sybren Simonsen
3 Shannon Smith-Farrington 
3 Clifford Sumner Sprague 
3 Justin Stands 
3 Ashley M. Stockhill 
3Therah L. C. Thompson 
3 Anya Karina Vasquez 
With High Honors
2 Cheryl L. Walter
3 John W ell-off-M an 
‘ ErinC. Whipp
3 Robert James Whitney
4 Jill Leanne Zaharko
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Fine Arts
1 Emily Suzanne Allen 
3 Thomas Joseph Biby 
With High Honors 
3 Blake Francis Bickel 
3J. Michael Bowlin 
With Honors 
3 Hallie Mae Brown 
3 Lorsey Ann Clark
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3 Andrea Lee Culletto
With Honors
2 Kristina Marie Dana
4 Nicholas Burke Daue
1 Brooke R. Davila
3 Kelli J. DePue Wemple
With Honors
2 Sean Andrew Dundas
3 Bethany Jean Ensley 
3 Donna Flanery
With High Honors
3 Kaila June Gidley
With High Honors
4 Cassandra R. Gonzales 
3 Jennifer Granrud
With Honors 
3 Somer A. Hahm 
With Honors 
3 Holly L. Hamper 
3 Correy M. Harris 
3 Brooke Lynn Herzog 
With High Honors 
3 Marshall Sieben Hibbard 
With Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Megan Lee Jennings 
With Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Ann Claire Johnson 
3 Kirstin Kallal
With High Honors
3 Michael Patrick Kane
With Honors
4 Amy Ryan Kelley
3 Matthew Michael Lemp 
3 Andrea Jean Magnan 
3 Benjamin David Malouf 
With High Honors 
3 Jonathan B. Marquis 
With Honors
3 Noah Cole Massey-Reiser 
3 Lily Amanda McFall 
3 Joseph A. Morris
3 Jennifer Elizabeth Lorraine Nelson
With Honors
4 Juliet Donovan Parks
3 Kirsten M. Pisto
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program
4 Nancy “Catherine” Sanders Powell 
3 Raina Pratt
3 Jacqueline Antoinette Ranne
3 Chad R. Rice 
With Honors
2 Adam John Riggs
With Honors
3 Michael E. Rosling
With High Honors 
3 Joshua Jay Shaffner 
With Honors 
1 Wavey Louise Shaver 
With Honors 
3 Tawni Sky Shuler 
With High Honors 
3 Joshua Peter Smith 
1 Geoffrey G. Stocking 
3 Jennifer Ann Thomas 
3 Marcel Whitney Top Sky 
3 Clay Tuck
T H E  D EGREE O F Bachelor o f  M usic 
Com position &  M usic Technology 
3 James Edward DeHart 
3 E. J. Foust 
With Honors 
3 Matthew Voirin Setzer
1 Christopher A. Stark
With High Honors
Perform ance
3 Eric Scott Alman 
With High Honors
2 Thomas William Hensley
3 Juli Ann Herbert
With Honors
3 Karl T. Ortman
4 Nicholas Sean Porter
Awarded Posthumously 
3 Angela Marie Purinton
T H E  D EGREE O F Bachelor o f M usic 
Education
2 Kendal A. Baldwin 
With Honors
2 Jennifer Bright
With Honors
3 Sarah Ann Ochsner
With High Honors 
3 Nicole S. Sanford 
2 Anne Elizabeth Sheehy 
With High Honors 
2 Jared Duane Supola 
With Honors
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School o f Journalism
The candidates will be presented by Jerry E. Brown 
Dean of the School of Journalism
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts in 
Journalism
2 Timothea Anne Baird
1 Thomas William Baker
3 Thais Regina Boise
3 Maresa Anne Callari
1 Nathaniel Zeke Campfleld
With Honors
With a Minor in Political Science
3 Josi Carlson
With High Honors
2 Kristen Leigh Cates
With Honors
Also with Major in Spanish
3 Rachel Cavanaugh
Also with Major in Anthropology
4 Matt DuChanois
4 Paola Cherzad
4 Tyler Hope Christensen 
With High Honors 
3 William J. Cleveland
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in English 
3 Michael Robert Cohea 
3 Brittany Summer Court 
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Amber Rose D'Hooge 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Chelsea DeWeese 
With Honors 
3 Danielle R. Dellerson 
3 Heidi A. Desch 
3 Jennifer Elise Erickson
Also with Major in German 
With Minors in Geography and Russian 
3 Brad Willes Fjeldheim
2 Aaron Helland Flint
With a Minor in Political Science
3 Monica Ellen Fouts
With Honors
With Minors in Political Science and 
Communication Studies 
3 Joseph Jay Friedrichs 
3 Luke Andrew George 
3 Elizabeth C. Grauman 
With Honors
With a Minor in Art Studio
3 Alison Laura Grey
1 Matthew David Hayes 
3 Erin Kaye Hollem
3 Lisa Cheryl Homstein
2 Leslie M. Hunsaker
3 Bennett Stephen Jacobs
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology 
1 Amy Nicole Knox 
3 Verna B. Krout 
With Honors
1 Amanda Nicole Lackman 
1 Crystal B. Ligori
University Scholar, Honors Program
3 Katharine Sue Ludwick
1 Matthew Mandell
With High Honors 
With a Minor in History
4 Angela Dawn Marshall 
3 Jennifer Anne McKee
With a Minor in Spanish 
3 Chandler Melton
3 Daniel S. Menlove
2 Frederick Charles Miller
With Honors
3 Chelsi Elizabeth Moy
With Honors
Also with Major in Political Science 
1 Lindsey Carl Mysse
4 Christina G. Newbill 
4Codi Tereas Newton
4 Amy Moree Nile
With Honors
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Alan Thomas Panebaker
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Spanish
4 Aleyna S. Perszyk-Dorr 
3 Matthew K. Pritchard
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Timothy M. Reilly 
3 Sara Beth Russell 
With Honors 
3 Beth Saboe 
With Honors
Also with Major in Political Science
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3 Katherine M. Sather
4 Catherine Eugenie Smith
With Honors
Also with Major in Anthropology 
3 Lee Squires
2 Lucia R. Stewart
3 Natalie Jo Storey
With Honors
Also with Major in English 
3 Heather Ann Telesca
2 Mary Alyson Tolley
3 Lee Tortorelli
3 Christine Marie Tutty 
1 Alexandra VanFossen
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Shannon Lynne Velez
4 Cory M. Walsh
3 Jessica Irene Wambach 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in History 
3 Kelly J. Wiebe 
1 Sara Nicole Wiesmann 
With a Minor in History 
3 Keslie Joy Wilcox 
3 Jeffrey Windmueller
Also with Major in History 
4Andra Wisnu 
3 Nicholas Wolcott 
3 Ashlee Lynn Zander 
3 Jesse Ziegler 
With Honors 
3 Daniel John diStefano
Also with Major in Spanish
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts in 
Radio'Television
3 Stephen Michael Abatiell 
With a Minor in Media Arts 
1 Abdullah Mumtaz Al-Matrook 
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Sheri J. Beard
With a Minor in Media Arts
3 Dustin John Blanchet
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With Honors
1 Michelle Ann Boehler
4 Maxwell Thomas Calise 
3 Aaron Donald Carothers 
3 Sarah Janae Cowan
2 Julie Elaine Deming 
2 Jonathan W. Eirkson
2 Jake Hanson
3 Megan K. McFarland 
1 Jeanie Jo McLean
3 Van Michael Redpath 
3 Mollie Ann Reiss 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in History 
3 Libby Louise Riddle
With a Minor in Media Arts
3 Kalee Nicoline Scolatti
1 Ashley H. Terry
2 Reuben David Void
4 Sarah Wolfe
With a Minor in Media Arts
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College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
The candidates will be presented by David Forbes 
Dean of the College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
THE DEGREE OF Doctor of Pharmacy
2 Cory B. Adams
3 Barbara E. Arnold
With High Honors 
3 Heather Marie Blanchet 
With Honors 
3 Tiffany Marie Bubnash
2 Adeline Marie Butori
3 Monica Calvin
2 Traci L. Christensen 
With High Honors 
2 Sarah K. Dickey 
2 Matthew C. Dickson 
2 Christina Jakobowski Eldridge 
With Honors
2 Trent Delano Emmett
With Honors
3 Maria Blohm Erickson
With High Honors
2 Amy Ann Frost
3 Travis Frydenlund 
2 Brian L. Galbreth
With -High Honors
2 Jacob Gene Golik
3 Veljko Gucic
3 Nichole J. Harada 
3 Phillip Jesse Hochberger
2 Leane Rae Jenkins
3 Alex Kappelman 
3 Hilary A. Krass
3 Laurie Y. LeDuc 
With Honors
3 Michele Theresa LeFever 
With Honors
2 Jacob N. Majers
With Honors
3 LaQuita Mason 
2 Tana Mathis
2 Cam Andrew McQueary
3 Richard Melvin
3 Jessica Lynn Metesh 
With Honors 
2 Melody Lee Moats 
With Honors 
2 Michael Mostek
2 Lisa L. Olsen
With High Honors
3 Kara Kathleen Olson
With High Honors
4 Lee Ann Peterson
2 Ryan Rosselott
3 Ben Rush
3 Arleeann Marie Santoro 
With Honors 
3 Kari Lynn Sawyer 
2 Jason Alton Schager 
2 Lindsey Schmidt 
2 Mark Schummer
2 Angel LaDeane Smith
3 James Maurice Stokes
2 Angela Cherise Tarum
3 Christopher Michael Tobiason
With High Honors 
3 Amanda Eileen Turley 
With Honors 
2 Katie VanDaveer 
With High Honors 
2 Laura M. Wier
2 Christina Yuhas
THE DEGREE OF Doctor of Physical 
Therapy
3 Eric Collins
3 Shawn Vindel Dailey 
3 Angela B. Dorr 
3 Trevor Joseph Eccles 
3 Kelsey Annette Gardipee 
3 Melissa Grace Hughes 
3 Robin C. Johanson 
3 Jennifer Renee Koontz 
3 Deborah J. Lentz 
3 Kelly Lynn Macrow 
3 Dianne C. McFarley 
3 Kaylene Meyer 
3 Amber M. O'Dell 
3 Kevin Ryan Pancich 
3 Colleen Ann Ryan 
3 Elisa Therese Scherb 
3 Kate Marie Skinner
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School of Law 
♦x *
The candidates will be presented by E. Edwin Eck 
Dean of the School of Law
THE DEGREE OF Juris Doctor 
Law
3 Gregory Afghani 
3 Stacey A. Allison 
3 Alexander Edward Beal 
3 Kathryn Jean Bell 
3 Jonathan William Bennion 
3 Christopher Paul Birkle 
3 Matthew David Braukmann 
3 Victoria White Callender 
3J. Wayne Capp 
3 Cassandra Lee Coleman 
3 Benjamin Thomas Cory 
3 James Espy Dallner 
3 Shannon Marie Dorvall 
3 Alexander Christopher Edwards 
3 Casey Lynn Emerson 
3 Quinn Emett 
3 Patrick Timothy Fox 
3 William A. Gallagher 
3 Sean Russell Gilchrist 
3 Heidi Roberta Goettel 
3 Barbara Chillcott Hall 
3 Ryan T. Heuwinkel 
3 Gregory N. Hood 
3 Julie Elaine Howard 
3 Joan Christine Hubble 
3 Jacquelyn M. Hughes 
3 Christian Patrick Hur 
3 Julia Winston Irwin 
3 Ryan Kurt Jackson 
3 Sky S. Jones 
3 Thomas W. Korver 
3 Brian D. Lee 
3 Kent Joseph Leier 
3 Scott Earl Linger 
3 Rochelle Lynnette Loveland 
3 Matthew B. Lowy 
3 Mark Joseph Luebeck 
3 Holly N. March 
3 Ryan Drew McCarty
3 Chad S. McCormick 
3 Heather McDougall 
3Jacey L. Messer 
3 Jessica Lynn Moats 
3 Megan Danette Morris 
3 Kurt Ronald Moser 
3 Matthew David Neill 
'Jennifer Leah Obie 
3 Graden Oehlerich Hahn 
3 Eli M. Parker 
3 Lisa M. Polk 
3 Jenifer Stangby Reece 
3 Gavin H. Ricklets 
3 Jeffrey M. Roth 
3 Luke Russell Asher Savage 
3J. Kyle Schmid
3 Carey Beaumont Christian Schmidt 
3 Robert Arthur Seale 
3 Alex Sienkiewicz 
3 Paul N. Simon 
3 Amy Sings In The Timber 
3 Matthew Cole Slonaker 
3 Susan Stahle
3 William Christopher Steffener 
3 Colin Michael Stephens 
3 Jennifer Streano 
3 Gregory Sean Sullivan 
3 Rhonda R. Clairmont Swansey 
3 Mary Elizabeth Thompson 
3 Matthew Craig Thuesen 
3 Eric Waeckerlin 
3 Whitney Sarah Welsh 
3 Teague Jack Westrope 
3 Jason B. Williams 
3 Nathan John Williams 
3 Ryan Curtiss Willmore 
3 Jon A. Wilson 
3 John Charles Worsfold 
3 Valerie C. Wyman 
3 Janine Lynn Yaxley 
3 Anna R. Ziegler
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Master Degrees
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
♦ X*
The candidates will be presented by David A. Strobel 
Dean of the Graduate School
TH E DEGREE OF Master o f 
Accountancy
3 Christine Elaine Baldwin
3 David Arthur Beebe
4 Molly Ann Bleken
4 Patrick Charles Boyle 
4 Sara E. Chamberlin 
4Jayme Beth Crandall 
4 Kimberly J. Darrah 
4 Christian Allen Dekmar 
4 Morgan Nash Fitzgerald 
4 Patricia Lynn Gohl 
1 Kathryn Elizabeth Gottman 
4 Jamie Dean Halvorson 
4 Morgan N. Haynes 
4 Lee Maxey Hepburn 
4 Anne T. Hobbs 
4 Sarah Brooks Kain 
1 Bernard V. Khomenko
1 Nathan James Lopuch
2 Mariette D. Luchini
4 William Andrew Mattox
1 Christi L. Page
4 Amber Nachelle Patterson 
4 Chunhui Peng
2 Joel Stephen Robinson 
4 Cynthia A. Roeder
1 Heather Charlene Ryan 
1 Dawn Slama 
4 Carissa R. Tade 
4 Suzanne M. Tarmann 
4 Kara M. Trummel 
4 Ryan M. Ward 
4 Gordon J. Watson 
4 Debbie Joyclyn Wilson
1 Ling Yim
4 Chelsea Irene York 
TH E DEGREE OF Master o f Arts 
Anthropology
3 Danielle N. Beaudry
3 Rochelle Kay Bennett
2 Gabriel Ruben Bernier
4 Lara Briann Boyer 
2 Trisha L. Brown
2 Mark A. Carper
2 Raven Garvey Carper
3 Daniel S. Comer
3 Dawn Marie Corso
4 Susan M. Craun
3 Catherine Alison Dietz
3 Rachel Donkersloot
4 Ana Jeanne Massano Edwards
2 Barbara Anne Henderson
3 Michelle Marie Hinojosa 
3 Linda Matt Juneau
3 Jamie Ryan Lockman
2 David Alexander Lukaszek
4 Dirk McKitterick Markle
3 Betty Henderson Matthews 
3 Anita C. Moryc
2 Constance S. Muller-Ford
3 Kevin C. Newman
4 Apryle Jane Pickering 
3 Ryan Richard Reeves 
1 Leslie M. Riley
3 Matthew Gregory Sadorf 
3 Trinity D. Schlegel 
3 Leann Carol Schuster 
3 Sharon A. Small 
3 Elizabeth Sperry
3 Eli S. Suzukovich III
1 Sydney Wimbrow
4 Ashley W. Wisehart
Communication Studies
3 Basem Ibrahim-Ali Amin
4 Carrie E. Benedict
2 Marilyn L. Carlin
3 Stephanie Lynn Dumford
2 Mary Patricia Dutton
3 Amanda Burtenshaw Erickson 
3Thain Y Hagan
3 James Robert Harper 
3 Chao He
1 Matthew Gustave Isbell
2 Jennifer Joi Lewis
3 Shelby Jo Long
3 Aneta Milojevic
2 Jennifer Moffat
3 Georgi Ann Rausch
3 Kelly Renee Rossetto 
3 Cade Wesley Spaulding 
3Jian Yang
3 Jennifer Ann vonSehlen 
Counselor Education
4 Deanne M. Bell
3 Karen Viola Blackbird
4 Maurice D. Cook
3 Tonya Shay Courville 
3 Jennifer Clark Crane 
3 Robert Randall Edgar
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3 Laurie L. Fisher
4 Vanessa Gibson
3 Robert Compton Jeffs
2 Nathaniel David Joy
3 Jennifer Lyn Knell
3 Christopher Casey McElwee 
3 M. Elizabeth Mohanna 
3 Christina Ann Murgel
3 Jason Michael Murgel 
4Tri D. Pham
4 Lara Michelle Mattson Radle 
4 Timothy Mark Radle
4 Eileen K. Robertson
3 Ron Schwenkler
4 Brian Jerome Sharkey
1 Amy Virginia Shattuck
3 Anna Elizabeth Sikorski 
3 Marianne Smith 
3 Cynthia A. Templer
Economics
3 Joseph Broach
2 Dan Loeffler
4 Andrew W. Pryor
English
3 Darci Andre Cather 
2 Laurie Ellen Giles
2 Laura Gronewold
3 Erin Elizabeth Hendel
3 David Thomas Holmberg 
3 Christine Mathers 
1 Carmen McCracken
1 Rebecca Loren Merfeld 
3 Emily Rachel Murphy
3 Toshie Nono 
3 Joshua M. Norris
2 Angela Christine Philip
3 Adam Phillips
3 Richard A. Roberts 
3 Kimberly Timmins Scholl 
3 Nicholas Gorman Serres 
1 Jason F. Sloat 
3 Kyle Andrew Wiggins
Fine Arts
1 Jeanette Barnes 
1 John Wayne Bercier Jr.
1 Karen Callan
3 Laramie Dean Carlsen
2 Bradley Hansen Chumrau
4 Jill Honey Derryberry 
1 Paula Rae Duncan
4 Robert S.E Gardner 
1 Barbara Greenwald 
1 Teresa C. Heil
3 Lisa Marie Hyslop
4 Saxon Elise Inabnit
3 Stephen C. Irving
3 Bryce L. Jensen
4 Margaret Ann Jensen 
4 Claudia M. LaRance
3 Hattie Jo Lehman
3 Sharon Muffin 
4Jan Bristow Newman
4 Tim Marion Nielson
1 Nicole Renee Pastian 
4 Donna M. Clair Peck
2 Sara Elizabeth Putnam
4 Julia Richardson Radtke 
1 Margaret Rhodes 
4Jeri Faye Rittel 
1 Suzanne Therese Schmidt 
1 Robin Rose A. Simon 
1 Leila Rachel Sinclaire 
4 Jennifer Davis Sorensen 
1 Tana Rae Steiner
3 Paige Emory Williams
4 Kathryn Salley Williamson
1 Jill Stanley Wright
Geography
3 James Matthew Biondich 
3 Amber K. Blake 
3 Claudia Elena Castro
2 Patrick James Conti
3 William Frank Preston Cumming 
3 Russell Thomas Fielding
3 Laura Leeanne Forrest
1 Elizabeth Mulligan Hartsoch
2 Aron Nathaniel Langley
1 Lee Trevey Macholz
3 Bret T. Magdasy
2 Jill Marie Patrick
2 Sean David Pummill
2 Jessica E. Tase
3 Carlos L. Velado III
3 William Allen Veteto
4 Miles J. Wacker
3 Patricia Ann Williams
History
3 Danielle Jeanne Bird 
3 Brent E. Cummings
1 Richard D. Gibbons
2 Ethan Jay Johnson
3 Annie Probst Lamar Kilgour 
2 Johnathan B. Kilgour
2 Robert William Lynn
3 Gloria Genivea Phillip
3 Charles Presti
4 Jennifer Delaney Rose 
2 Rachel Anne Swartz
2 Julie Ann Wright
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GRADUATE DEGREES
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Journalism
3 Oona Alexandra Copperhill
4 Sarah R. Craig
3 Michelle Kate Dunlop 
3 John Gottlieb
1 Gwen Noelle Lankford
2 Alison Emily Havard Perkins
3 Yogesh Colin Simpson
Linguistics
3 Daniel Theodore Burton
3 Tara Joy Dunlap
4 Meghan Ann Easley 
1 Rebecca Jo Greene
1 Kelly Kester 
4 John Lyon
3 Adam Mastandrea
Mathematics 
3 Young-A Choi
2 Joran Mark Elias
3 Kira Heater
3 Tiffany Tenille Horsch
4 Mohammad Shoeb Saeed Khan 
3 Peter J. McCauley
3 Loreen N. McRae
1 Brook T. Russell
Modem Languages & Literatures 
3 Joshua Michael Blaylock
2 Elizabeth M. Brunell
3 James Vincent McLellan 
3 Mbaye Seek
Philosophy
3 Drew Robert DuBois 
3 Justin Jay Fontenot 
3 Brandt Geyerman 
4Jarrett William Heintz 
3 Timothy Mark Iudicello 
3 Sarah McGrath 
3 John Roderick Squillante
2 James Carlin Watson
3 Jason Michael Wiener
Political Science 
3 Melanie Noto Brock 
3 Julianna M. Engh 
3 Jennifer F. Hathaway
3 Kristen Inbody
4 Kanin-Marie Lirios Madayag 
2 Cassandra Marshall
2 Jason John Matovich
2 Jean-Bertrand Ribat
3 Khalid B. Sagnawi
Psychology
3 Delia C. Campfield 
2 Baine Burgess Craft
3 Makon Fardis
3 Elizabeth Anne Harwood
4 Stephanie Carsten Kucera 
3 Diana E. Marchetti
2 Marie Middleton
2 Christopher S. Miller
3 Stacy Miller
3 Melissa D. Neff
1 Wendy Michelle Rothman 
3 Angela J. Wheeler
Sociology
2 Jenny Rebecca Bayn
3 Lindsay A. Joss Iudicello 
3 Klarissa L. Jensen
3 Darby A. Kaikkonen
3 Dana Leigh Price
4 Robert Austin Schaefer
2 Lara B. Von Tersch
School Psychology 
4 Jason David Bailey 
1 Deanna M. Burd 
1 Cody Rye Pallister
3 Brandon J. Rennie 
1 Skyla R. Sisco
1 Cynthia Warner
T H E DEGREE OF M aster o f Business 
Administration
2 Henry David Adams
3 Jennifer Canuso Anderson
4 Michael A. Barnes
2 Michelle Barstad
3 Tina Begay
3 Erin E. Berger 
4Jon Boschee 
3 Lee Michael Boyles 
3 Nancy Lynn Brook 
3 Rita Catherine Brown
3 Darcy Andree Byrne-Kelly
4 Jeffrey D. Claridge
2 Michele K. Davis
3 Gina C. DiGiusto
4 Cheryl Marie Dorn
3 Benjamin Curtis Findley 
3 Liane S. Forrester 
3 Patrick T. Fox 
3 Sherill L. Frickle 
1 Dakin Fulton 
3 Dale Paul Gillespie 
3 John Dominic Giuliani
3 Leslie Lauren Good
4 Brennin Patrick Grainey 
1 Oleg Gusev
3 James A. Guy 
3 Mary Elizabeth Hallock 
3 Jason Michael Haney
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3 Troy Laveme Hanson 
1 Tyler Van Doren Hibbard 
3 Matthew B. Hobbs 
3 Debra Harrison Huber 
3 Shawn L. Hummer
3 Charles Vincent Jensen
4 Tracey Michelle Jette
3 Erica L. Jones
4 Priscilla Lee Jones 
3 Becky L. Keith
3 Colette Keller
4 Lori L. Kobrine M.D.
4 Rebecca Linnell
3 Jesse D. Lohse 
3 Cheryl Jean Lucky 
3 Steven A. Luebeck 
3 Gary Lynch 
1 Bree Anna Meadows
3 Jennifer Anne Moe
1 Calista M. Montgomery
2 Debbie M. Morris
4 Lynnsey R. Mraule
3 Sally A. Munday
3 Paul Richard Nelson 
3 William Chris Newman 
3 Erika J. Nottingham 
3Janna K. O'Connell
3 Byron L. Ophus
4 Nels Stanley Pearson 
3 Jeannette S. Pittman
1 Michelle F. Radosevich 
3 Brendan G. Reints
3 Anne M. Rippy 
3 Joel Stephen Robinson
2 Mary M. Roloff
1 Erica Layla Romohr
3 Jackie Marie Salveson 
3 Douglas L. Schrock
3 Joanne K. Seccomb 
3 Nancy Howery Shooshtari
3 Laurie J. Simonson 
'Jeff Ryan Smith
4 Deanna Lynn South 
3 Ryan J. Stanionis
2 Brent William Sullivan
3 Stacy Anne Summers 
3 Michael Szabo
3 Laurie Lee Toomey
2 Fotios Vatoussis 
3Jonelle Suzanne Walker
3 Alexandra Watson
2 Stephen Moore Webb 
2 Adam David Whitman 
1 John R. Williams 
1 Jana Juline Wiseman
THE DEGREE OF Master of Ecosystem 
Management 
3 Emily A. Brown
3 Gunnar C. Camwath
THE DEGREE OF Master of Education 
Curriculum &  Instruction
4 Gloria Adeleke
3 Abdullah Abdulaziz Alofeis Al-Ghamdi 
3 Laura Lee Allen
3 Erin D. Anderson
4 Charles Jonathan Appleby 
1 Kari Michelle Baker
4 Donna Lear Bakke
1 Ondine C. Bamt
3 Barbara Jean Beaton
4 Renee Lynn Bentham
2 Kristen A. Bentley
3 Kevin Charles Brockbank
4 Darcie A. Bronk
2 Lea Colvill
3 Kami Magdalene Crass 
2 Keila Cross
2 Kathleen G. Devlin
4 Bryan L. Duffesne 
4Jessica L. Dufresne
4 Staci L. Evans-Smith
1 Antonia Gardiner Fairchild
3 Kirk Patrick Flynn
4 Sidney Hahn
4 Sheila Rae Hall 
3 Ray Lionel Halloran
2 Kerry Wolf Heffelfmger
2 Lisa M. Hendricks
3 Lisa Jeanne Holmberg
4 Sharon Beck Holsapple 
4 Mary Ellen Johnson
1 Dorothy Ann Joyce
2 Lisa Karen Lawson 
4 Jennifer Jo Liva
4 Steven David Maughan 
4 Tracie McCrossin
3 Tamara Garton McDermott
1 William Alexander McIntyre 
4Kathlene Youngren McNamee
4 Fay E. Mentzer
2 Linda M. Minich
4 Jennifer Bevin Molloy 
2 Sarah Norden 
2 Lisa Jones Park 
3CarleenJanelle Piercy 
1 Lavinia Jean Pisano 
4 Margery Richardson 
4 Christine M. Rigby
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4 Vicky R. Roche
1 Todd Allen Salzsieder
2 Shaun Eric Scott
2 RuthAnne Naomi Wood Shope 
4 Lydia Lee Sivik 
1 Teresa L. Slobojan-Monaco 
4 Kendra Sue Steele 
4 Linda Maurine Stephani 
1 Richard Michael Stem 
2JoAnne M. Strong 
1 Courtney Kress Van Slyke 
1 Cheryl Ann Vanacora
3 Daniel J. Varda
1 Nancy J. Venable
4 David Lee Walker 
4 Dawn Barron Walle 
4 Alexis Cinnamon Wheat
Education Leadership 
3 Daniel L. Anderson
2 Richard M. Anfenson
2 Daniel J. Beck
3 Jeremy Allan Beck
4 Jessica R. Birdsong 
4 Timothy J. Cody
3 Heather Caroline Davis 
2 Charles W. Deisher
1 Shelley L. Dempsey
2 James W. Dillon 
2 Gary M. Fisher 
1 Karla Roberts Geda 
1 Russell W. Hendrickson 
1 Robin K. Irving-Kratz 
1 Thomas Daniel Kelner
1 Gordon Scott Klasna
2 Thomas J. Korst
4 Molly Christine Kreyssler 
2 Joan Valerie Hora Kuehn
1 Trevor Scott Laboski
2 Eric Anthony Larson 
4 Steven Paul Love
3 Stephan Joseph Maloney
2 James Arthur Mepham III
4 David M. Nelson
3 Timothy Thomas Norbeck
3 Jim D. Polk
4 Ron J. Ricketts 
3 David A. Thennis
2 Jerry L. Waagen
THE DEGREE OF Master of Fine Arts 
Creative Writing
3 Nathan Gaeddert Bartel 
3 David A. Bernstein
3 Chad James Blair 
3 Octavia Maie Campbell-Orde
3 Stephen Franklin Crumrine 
2 Elizabeth Adams Knight Currey
2 Adam Golaski
3 Kate Pamela Kostelnik 
3 Joan Loretta Maki
3 Rachel S. May
1 Lyn McCarter 
3 Adam Phillips
3 Horatio Robert Potter 
3 Scott Sheldon Rice 
3 Joseph L. Simonsen 
3 Jeremy Nathaniel Smith 
3 William Stevens 
3 Brian Watson
Fine Arts
2 Michael John DeGrazier
3 Tonya D. Easbey 
3 Steven J. Glover
3 Matthew William Henry 
3 Diane R. Hunt 
3 Marcy L. James 
3 Valerie Nell Krex 
3 David Weber Macasaet 
3 Brian Massman 
3 Toni Nicole Matlock 
3 Ryan Matthew Mitchell 
3 Ranae Nelson 
3 Sara Ann Nelson
THE DEGREE OF Master of 
Interdisciplinary Studies
3 Val A. Thompson
4 Sico Stevens A. Yao
THE DEGREE OF Master of Public 
Administration
3 Eldena Nicole Bear Don't Walk
2 Coral E. Beck
1 Joshua Brown
4 Daniel Paul Stephen Dismuke
3 Almazbek Diushembiev
2 Leighanne Fogerty
2 Alan R Fugleberg
3 David Dominic Nganga Gachigo 
3 Anne M. Hughes
3 Katie Kleinhesselink 
2 Curtis E. Larsen
2 Sara Lynn Orbe
3 Michiko S. Owa
3 Megan A. Phillips 
3 Amy Scott Smith 
3 Stephen A. Smith
3 Sharjan U. Tashtanbekova
4 M. Joseph Weber
3 Mary K. Windecker
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THE DEGREE OF Master of Science
Biochemistry 
'ToddM . Seib 
Computer Science 
4Yuanzhen Bao 
4 Scott W. Bouma 
3 Erik M. Brilz 
3 Michael D. Gaab
3 Melissa Elizabeth Holmes 
1 Wade W. Humiston
1 Qun Jiang 
1 Abraham N. Konda
1 Haiying Liang
4 Craig William Macholz 
3 Jeremy Carter Mason
3 Garrett Raymond Mozey 
3 Alexander Petrov Petkov 
3 Jeremy Allen Sauer
3 Kraisom Toschana
2 Shengping Wang
Environmental Studies
4 Matthew J. Anderson
3 Lindsay Michelle Arthur 
3 John Bateman
3 Paul R. Belanger 
3 Melinda Morgan Booth 
3 H. Granton Bronk
2 Tami Lynn Brunk
3 Brooke L. Buttgen
3 Kate Marie Cywinski 
3 Patrick J. DelHomme
2 Lisa Anne Dix
3 Aaron Drendel
3 Charles Wolf Drimal
2 Lauri A. Duensing
1 Alexander Eftim Dunn
3 Beverly C. Dupree
3 Bryan Mark Faehner
2 Matthew David Ferris 
2 Adam Kerry French
2 Seth Friedman
3 Jolanta Helena Glabek 
2 Derek Goldman
2 Maureen A. Hartmann
3 Mark Heitchue
4 Margot Higgins
2 Elizabeth Anne Hinsley
3 Allison Elaine Holt
3 Matthew E. Johnson
2 Gretchen Ann Kehrberg
3 Kathleen Kennedy
2 Jeffrey Edward Kessler
2 Sara Michelle Krier
3 Kisha Lewellyn
3 Melissa Matthewson 
2 Carolina Maria McCready
•K ------
4 Ryan Newhouse
2 Sarah Langille Nichols Mowry
3 Frederick T. Offenkrantz
2 Kira Pascoe
3 Sacha Nadine Pealer
4 Ryan M. Pinkham
2 Sarah S. Richey
3 Mark Alan River
2 Megan K. Schuknecht
2 Joellen Shannon
3 Sallie Sills
3 Brett Stevenson 
3 Anna Elizabeth Swanson 
3 Bethany Swanson 
3 Cheryl Vann 
3 Louis Volpe 
1 Teresa Elise Welsh 
3 Brian T. Williams 
3 Monica Wright
1 Janet E. Yaeger
3 Kathleen Joan Yale
2 Marianne M. Zugel
Forestry
3 Harold G. Carey Jr.
3 Clifford T. Cosgrove 
2 James Curtis Flint
2 Patrick H. Freeborn
3 Amy Heather Groen 
3 Allison K. Hansen
3 LaWen Thornton Hollingsworth 
3 O'Brien Hollow 
3 Noah V. Jackson 
3 Melissa A. Jafvert 
3 Joseph Jensen 
3Thad E. Jones 
3 Kathryn Arendt Keller
2 Valerie Joyce Kurth
3 Donald W. Maki 
3 David Mildrexler 
3 Brian R. Parker
3 Joshua Tate Rodriguez 
3 John J. Sheffy
3 Ty D. Smucker
4 Timothy P Spoelma 
3 Agus Suratno
3 Jennifer L. Taylor
1 Divya Kulkami Tipparaju 
3 Martha Anne Williamson
Geology
3 Rachele Brooke Ambrose 
3 Amy K. Bondurant 
3 Deborah A. Bush
3 Andrew Harry Caruthers
4 Robyn C. Cook
2 John Cain Diehl Jr.
3 Aaron Fiaschetti
3 Michelle L. Foster
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3 Susan E. Joy 
3 Shandin Pete 
3 Ryan Adam Portner 
3 Garrett K. Timmerman
Health &  Human Performance 
3 Brenda Claire Brady
1 Corey Renee Campbell
2 Adrienne M. Carlson
3 Lindsey Takara Doe
3 Jonathan William Edmonds 
3 Jed L. Fiebelkom 
3 Annie JoEllen Goodson 
3 Julie Ann Ham 
3 Stephanie Golden Harger 
1 Thomas E. Jackson Jr.
3 Anne E. McClaughry
3 Scott Moorcroft
1 Craig Charles Myers
4 Heidi Anne Schrock 
3 Amy Elizabeth Shirk
3 Ann Marie Somerville 
3 Jennifer French Thompson 
3 Senna Lee Towner
2 Kimberly Dawn Whitish
2 Megan Woltring
Microbiology
'Julie Ann Callison
3 Stephen Two Wolves
Organismal Biology &  Ecology 
3 Heather D. Davis 
3 Eric Gordon Keeling
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
1 Wenjie He
3 Scott James Larson 
1 Ida Melinda Stone
Physical Therapy
1 Michelle C. Christensen
4 Miri Allyn Disney-Faller 
4 Daniel M. Dunn
4 Timothy Evens 
1 Teresa Lynn Hamm 
1 Renee L. Kane 
1 Michael Kelsey 
1 Angelito A. Mabini 
1 Amy Nicole Puett 
1 Ryan Ripley
1 Maureen Rutsche 
4 Kin Wai Wu
Recreation Management
3 Hartwell Hodges Carson
4 Meritxell Gracia-Longares 
4 Kara Lynn Grau
2 Shazali Johari
3 Clifton Koontz
3 Megan Kathleen McBride 
3 Dayna S. Smith 
3 Eric Paul Turbeville 
3 Joshua Glen Whitmore
Resource Conservation 
1 Brian John App 
3 Laurie Ashley 
3 Edward Baskin Butler Jr.
1 Meagan M. Conry
3 Nathaniel Stuart Green 
3 Pelah N. Hoyt 
3 T. Rene Kittle 
3 Adam J. Liljeblad 
3 Mark R. Olson 
3 Martin Twer
Wildlife Biology 
3 Stephen J. Amish
2 David J. Cerasale
3 Karin Rae McCoy
3 Chad Vernon Olson 
3Jarod Douglas Raithel 
3 Pilar T. Rivera 
3 TV Douglas Smucker 
3 Todd J. Ulizio 
3 Carly Jane Walker 
3 Ganchimeg J. Wingard
THE DEGREE OF Master of Social Work 
3 Joy Clark Akin 
3 Rye Scully Bolinger 
3 Sheila I. Bowley 
3 Shawn J. Briley 
3 Marilyn Bruguier-Zimmerman 
3 Amy F. Capolupo 
3 Kathryn Carey 
3 Colin Backlund Chisholm 
3 Melissa A. Clater 
3 Brenda R. Erdelyi 
3 Katherine Choquette Gjelten 
3 Barbara Haugen 
3 Forest Daniel Henning 
3 Darci Jones 
3 Jennifer Kerchner Jones 
3 Kristen Kallemeyn 
'Judith Ann Kurien
2 Abigail C. Licence
3 Sue-Ann Nazario 
3 Cindy Otter
3 Charleen Ann Peppenger 
3 Elrae Dawn White Thunder Potts 
3 Sarah Welch Schwanfelder 
3 Jennifer True
3 Sadie Marjorie Wallenberg
4 Colleen Ann Walsh 
3 Julie C. White
3 Thaddeus Laurence Widmer
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Post-Master Degrees
-x -
Graduate School
-x~
The candidates will be presented by David A. Strobel 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF Education Specialist 
Counselor Education 
3 Kelly A. Moser 
3 Michael Alan Sherman
School Psychology 
3 Marcy R. Bartsch 
3 Micheal J. Little Owl 
3 Shawna Rader 
1 Tim O. Sander 
1 Stephen D. Walters
Doctoral Degrees
- x -
Graduate School
- x -
The candidates will be presented by David A. Strobel 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF Doctor of Education 
Curriculum &  Instruction
2 Lucy Hart Paulson
Dissertation: The Development of 
Phonological Awareness Skills In 
Preschool Children: From Syllables to 
Phonemes
Counselor Education & Supervision
3 Suzanne Melanie Hoell
Dissertation: "The Reversal of 
Academic Fortune: A 
Phenomenological Study of College 
Students' Experience of Returning to 
Good Academic Standing Following 
Academic Suspension and 
Reinstatement"
3 Mary Herak Sand
Dissertation: Job Satisfaction 
Characteristics of Full-time Montana 
Tribal College Faculty 
3 Renee M. Parker Schoening
Dissertation: An Exploration of the 
Experience of Friendship, Jealousy, and 
Relational Aggression in Pre-Adolescent 
Girls.
Education Leadership 
2 Douglas Milton Abbott
Dissertation: Analysis of a Predictive 
Model for College Choice by High 
School Football Players
3 Kelly Marcyanna Benson
Dissertation: United States Supreme 
Court Decisions that have Shaped 
Public Education in America
4 Francine Marie Boxer
3 Robin Rae Castle
Dissertation: A  Study of Social Distance 
as a Disposition in Teacher Education 
Candidates
2 Frances Feng-Mei Choi Chang
Dissertation: Instructors' Perceptions of 
Higher Technological and Vocational 
Education Reform in Taiwan, the 
Republic of China
2 Hsing-Ling Chang
Dissertation: The Relationship of 
Leadership Style to Education Reform 
as Indicated by Teachers' Job Satisfaction 
3Jen-Ru Chen
Dissertation: The Feedback and Error 
Treatment of Taiwanese College 
Students' Oral English Learning
4 Nancy Kristine Gagen Clouse
3 Patrick J. Haggarty
Dissertation: Validating Catholic School 
Leadership Criteria 
3 Rosemary J. Hertel
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Dropouts 
Talk About Participation at School 
From Democratic Perspectives"
3 Dorothy Marie Hett
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3 David Thomas Hobbs
Dissertation: From Theory To Practice: 
A  Multiple Case Study On Novice 
Administrators
2 Li-Chi Huang
Dissertation: A  Leader's Guide to the 
Factors Influencing Organizational 
Commitment: A  Study of Nurses in 
Taiwan
3 Timothy Lewin Kober 
3 Chu-Yung Liao
Dissertation: The Relationship Between 
Kindergarten Principal Leadership Style 
and Teacher Turnover Rate in Taichung 
City, Taiwan 
4James H. Lindstrom 
3 Kai-Li Liu
Dissertation: The Relationship of 
Business School Performance to Deans' 
Self-Perceived Leadership Styles in 
Taiwan 
3Ting-Yi Luo
Dissertation: The Response of Physical 
Education Department Leaders to 
Organizational Restructuring Mandated 
by Taiwan Higher Education Reform 
3 Linda A. Maass
Dissertation: Special Education and the 
Least Restrictive Environment: US 
Federal Appeals Court Outcomes and 
Expert Testimony 
3 Kristine A. Lantz Miller
Dissertation: Negotiator Perceptions:
An Analysis of U.S. Teachers' Strikes of
1999.
1 Janice Petritz
Dissertation: Perceptions of Effective 
Middle School Teacher-Advisors 
3 Shu-Hui Tsai 
3Yumei Wang
Dissertation: Faculty Attitudes About 
Students' Ratings of Instruction: 
Enhancing Quality Management in 
Higher Education 
3 Rory A. Weishaar
Dissertation: "A Narrative Inquiry of 
Turnaround Leadership: How Three 
Leader's Turned Around Their Non­
profit Organizations"
3 Cheryl L. Wilson
Dissertation: Principal Leadership, 
School Climate, and the Distribution of 
Leadership within the School 
Community 
3 Robyn Wingo
Dissertation: Utilizing Analysis of 
Prewriting Activities from a 
Standardized Writing Assessment to Aid 
Educational Leaders by Informing 
Instruction for Improved Writing
3Hui-Tzu Wu
Dissertation: Relationship Between 
School Principals' Workload and their 
Quality of Life in Taiwan
THE DEGREE OF Doctor of Philosophy 
Biochemistry/Microbiology
2 William Sean Bowen
Dissertation: The Role of Ribosomal 
Protein LI 1 and the LI 1-Binding 
rRnain Protein Synthesis on the 
Prokaryotic Ribosome 
1 Albert Charles Grobe
Dissertation: The Host Inflammatory 
Response to a Xenograft Arterial Bypass 
in a Rabbit Model
3 Scott R Hennelly
Dissertation: Development and 
Application of a Technique for Time- 
Resolved Analysis of Functional 
Dynamics within Ribosomal RNA: Let's 
see you dance pard'ner 
3 William Knight
Dissertation: "The Ribosome Builder: A 
Software Project to Simulate the 
Ribosome"
3 Srividhya Ramamoorthy
Dissertation: "Influence of Sulfate 
Reducing Bacteria on the Fate and 
Stability of Metals (hods) in a Mining- 
Impacted Freshwater Sediment"
4 Rong Wang
Dissertation: Effect of bioactive 
particulates and lipopolysaccharide on 
immune regulation via scavenger 
receptors and Toll-like receptor4
Chemistry
3 Paul T. Miller
Dissertation: Cold Weather Nutrient 
Dynamics in a Northern Latitude 
Constructed Wedand Treating Primary 
Effluent
3 Paul J. Miranda
Dissertation: Advanced Material Metal 
Processing, Recovery, and Remediation 
of Aqueous Systems 
1 Kereen Gayle Monteyne
Dissertation: Development of the 
Formal Reasoning Abilities of College 
Students in a General Chemistry 
Guided-Inquiry Laboratory
4 Stephen R. Parker
Dissertation: Investigations into the 
causes and occurrences of diel changes 
in the chemistry of rivers 
4 Dalia Rokhsana
Dissertation: Computational and 
Spectroscopic Investigations of Radical 
Anions of Triosmium Benzoheterocycle 
Complexes
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1 Fabrizio Spada
Dissertation: Novel Water-Soluble 
Triosmium Heterocyclic Clusters as 
Selective Markers for 
Biomacromolecules
2 Paul A. Wilson
Dissertation: A  Simple Methodology for 
the Production of Three-Dimensional 
Models: Serotonin Transporter as an 
Example
Forestry
3 Patricia L. Andrews
Dissertation: Modeling wildland fire 
potential and live fuel moisture 
1 Miguel Gomes da Cruz
Dissertation: Ignition of Crown Fuels 
Above a Spreading Surface Fire 
3 Stephanie Lynn Gripne 
3 Michael J. Gundale
Dissertation: Nitrogen Cycling and 
Spatial Heterogeneity Following 
Restoration Management in the 
Ponderosa Pine/Douglas-fir Ecosystem
3 Colin Charles Hardy
Dissertation: Characterizing thermal 
features from multi-spectral remote 
sensing data using dynamic calibration 
procedures 
1 William M. Jolly
Dissertation: Developing a near real­
time system for monitoring the foliar 
phenology of the terrestrial biosphere
4 Mary Louise Polzin
Dissertation: Clonal Recruitment of 
Populus angustifolia Along the 
Yellowstone River: Extent and 
Requirements
1 Matthew C. Reeves
Dissertation: Derivation of Wheat Yield 
and Rangeland Productivity in the 
Northern Great Plains Using Modis 
Algorithms 
3 Pamela G. Sikkink
2 Mark Shane Steinbach
Dissertation: Evaluating the 
Consequences of Public Land Grazing 
Permit Buyout Program, Permit 
Reductions, and Increased Fees on Land 
Ownership and Open Space in Western 
States
1 Diane Bestwick Tretheway
Dissertation: Improving the Efficiency of 
Helicopter Operations on Large 
Wildland Fires by Including Helicopter 
Performance Information in the 
Decision Process
3 Victoria Lynn Yazzie
Dissertation: A  Cultural Ethic in Tribal 
Forest Resource Land Law and Policy: 
The Human Dimension of Forest 
Silviculture
Fish and Wildlife Biology
2 Roman Biek
Dissertation: Disease Ecology and Virus 
Evolution in Wild Cougars (Puma 
Concolor): From Infection Patterns to 
Population Processes
3 John J. Citta
Dissertation: "Population dynamics and 
nest-site selection of mountain 
bluebirds"
2 Andrew James Kroll
Dissertation: Habitat Selection and Use 
by the Dusky Flycatcher (Empidonax 
Oberholseri) at Multiple Scales: 
Implications for Habitat- Based 
Methods for Population Viability 
Analysis
3 Bryce A. Maxell
Dissertation: "A review of approaches to 
monitoring and a multi-tiered strategy 
for monitoring lentic breeding 
amphibians in western North America"
2 Brendan James Moynahan
Dissertation: Landcape-Scale Factors 
Affecting Population Dynamics of 
Greater Sage-Grouse (Centrocercus 
urophasianus) in North-Central
Montana, 2001-2004
3 John Steven Waller
Dissertation: Grizzly Bear Movement 
and Habitat Use in Northwestern 
Montana
Geology
4 Brian Boer
Individual Interdisciplinary Program 
3 Heather M. Cahoon 
Primary Department:
Native American Studies 
Dissertation: "For Better or For Worse: 
Flathead Indian Reservation 
Governance and Sovereignty."
3 Jillian Dean Campana
Primary Department: Psychology 
Dissertation: A  Participatory 
Methodology for Ethnographic Arts- 
Based Research: Collaborative 
Playwriting and Performance as Data 
Collection, Analysis and Presentation
4 Thomas Marie Jean-Francois Joudinaud
Primary Department:
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Dissertation: "Mechanisms of 
Functional Tricuspid Regurgitation in 
Ischemic Cardiomyopathy: From 
Mechanism to Therapy'
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3 James A. Philp
Primary Department: Geography 
Dissertation: “The Lewis and Clark 
Geosystem: A  Geospatial Historical 
Geography of the Lewis and Clark Trail” 
3 George R. Price
Primary Department:
African-American Studies 
Dissertation: The Easton Family of 
Southeast Massachusetts: the Dynamics 
Surrounding Four Generations of 
Human Rights Activism, 1753-1935.
Mathematics 
3 David Perkins
Dissertation: Investigations of a Chip- 
Firing Game
3 Deborah Sloan
Dissertation: A  Conflict in Values: the 
Dilemma of Equity, Diversity, and 
Participation in Higher Mathematics
4 Jane Antoinette Whitmire
Dissertation: The Use of Computer 
Manipulatives in Building Integrated- 
Concrete Understandings In Secondary 
Mathematics Education
Organismal Biology &  Ecology 
3 Matthew William Bundle
Dissertation: "The energetics and 
muscle function of bird flight."
2 Samantha D. Chilcote
Dissertation: The Ecology of Parafluvial 
Ponds on a Rocky Mountain Flood Plain
3 Kim Hastings
Dissertation: Long-term Persistence of 
Isolated Fish Populations in the 
Alexander Archipelago
3 Tara Lynne Maginnis
Dissertation: "The Tradeoffs Associated 
With Leg Regeneration in Stick Insects 
(Insecta: Phasmida)"
4 Cecilia I. Nunez
Dissertation: "Physiological ecology of 
male and female trees of Austrocedrus 
chilensis along a moisture gradient in 
Patagonia, Argentina."
3 Dean E. Pearson
Dissertation: Nontarget effects of host- 
specific biological control agents 
3 Andrew R. Whiteley
Dissertation: Effects of Historical and 
Contemporary Factors on Genetic 
Variation in the Mountain Whitefish 
(Prosopium williamsoni)
Pharmacology/Pharmaceutical Sciences 
3 Lisa Elliott Sandoval
Dissertation: "Biomarkers of 
Organophosphate Exposure: Detection 
of Cholinesterase Adducts using Active- 
Site Specific Antibodies."
Psychology
3 Darren Calhoun
Dissertation: "Why Change Now? 
Motivational Interviewing as a Type-2 
Diabetes Treatment among the 
Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes"
3 Candace M. Crosby
Dissertation: Intuitive Parenting 
Repertoire Utilization by Caucasian- 
American and Mandarin Chinese 
Mothers with Two-and Four-Month Old 
Infants
3 Ellen Mahoney Crouse
Dissertation: "Anna Thompson’s 
starving children: Verbal memory and 
borderline personality disorder."
1 Linda M. Frey
Dissertation: Intersubjective 
Relatedness and Internal Working 
Models: Developing an Observational 
Measure of Interactive Attachment and 
Assessing it's Relationship with 
Attachment in School-Aged Children
3 Jennifer Dina Gottlieb
Dissertation: Aspects of Cognitive 
Vulnerability as Predictive of General 
and Specific Themes of Delusional 
Ideation in Individuals at Risk for 
Psychosis
2 Katarina Guttmannova
Dissertation: Development of 
Externalizing and Internalizing Behavior 
Problems During Middle Childhood 
Risk and Protective Factors
4 Melody L. Huskey
Dissertation: The Experience of 
Malingering: Test Performance, 
Coaching, Personal Knowledge, 
Strategies, and Face Validity
3 Billie Jo Kipp
Dissertation: Crystallized versus Fluid 
Intelligence in American Indian 
Children Referred to Developmental 
Clinics: An Examination of Multiple 
Measures and Indicators
4 Kristin A. Kirlin
Dissertation: Inattentive and Impulsive 
Profiles of the CPT-II and their 
Relationship with DSM-IV ADHD 
Subtypes.
4Jayde Sarah Pryzgoda
Dissertation: Positive Growth Following 
A Traumatic Life Event: An Analysis of 
Cognitive Responses, Coping, and 
Social Support 
1 Erica L. Shertzer
Dissertation: A  Novel Multidisciplinary 
Approach to the Treatment of Chronic 
Pain
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CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
- x -
Commissions, Second Lieutenants 
United States Army
The following AROTC cadets will receive a  commission at 
The University of M ontana on M ay 14, 2005:
Matthew R. Beaumont*
Lindsey A. Bryant 
Peter D. Demaras 
Brett D. Evans*
Willard D. Hayes 
Ashley E. Oliver 
Kristopher M. Pyette 
Elizabeth A. Rex 
Viktor T. Tsuber
The following AROTC cadets will receive a  commission upon completion 
of the Leadership Development and Assessment Course (Warrior Forge) 
in Fort Lewis, WA over the summer:
Lealan K. Hare
Garrett J. Johnson
Jemmifer E. Owen
*C adets Beaumont and Evans will receive a  commission 
as Distinguished Military Graduates.
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The main ceremony will last approximately one hour, and all students ivill 
immediately proceed to their individual ceremonies for distribution of diplomas. 
The individual ceremonies will be held in the following locations:
SCHOOL or PROGRAM 
0  School o f Business Administration 
0  School o f Education 
0  College o f Forestry and Conservation 
0  School o f Fine Arts
School o f Journalism
0  Skaggs School o f Pharmacy 
0  Physical Therapy 
0  Social Work
College o f Technology, Associate o f 
Arts and Bachelor o f Applied Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences
0  Anthropology
Biological Sciences
0 Chemistry
0  Communication Studies
0  Computer Science
0  Economics
0  Environmental Studies
0  English
0 Geography
0  Geology
0  History
0 Liberal Studies
0  Linguistics
0  Mathematical Sciences
0  M odern and Classical 
Languages and Literatures
0  Native American Studies
0 Philosophy
0 Physics and Astronomy
0 Political Science
0  Psychology
0  Sociology
LOCATION
Adams Center
University Theatre
Adams Center, West Gymnasium
Performing A rts/M ontana Theatre
Site o f new Journalism Building
(In case o f rain, Adams Center, East Gym)
University Center Ballroom
Music Recital Hall
Harold O . Urey Lecture Hall
Adams Center
Performing A rts/M ontana Theatre 
Adams Center, West Gym 
Chem /Pharm  109 
Urey Lecture Hall 
Social Science 352 
Turner H all/D el Brown Room  
Jeannette Rankin Hall 203 
University Center Ballroom 
Social Science 356 
Liberal Arts 11
Gallagher Business Bldg., Room  106 
North Underground Lecture Hall 
Corbin Hall 142
University Center, M ontana Rooms 
U C  Theatre
Davidson Honors College Lounge
Brandy Hall/Presidents Room
Journalism 304
Music Recital Hall
University Theatre
Adams Center, East Gymnasium
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